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ABSTRACT

This manuscript centers on the hyphenation of analytical detection technologies, specifically, the coupling of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) to the complementary analytical methods of electrochemical array (EC-array) detection and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Chapter 1 provides a detailed overview of the specific detection methods used throughout this dissertation.

Chapter 2 focuses on the combination, in parallel, of LC-MS and EC-array detection methods into a streamlined platform and its application to drug metabolism studies. The platform’s performance was evaluated by demonstrating retention of chromatographic integrity between the two detectors where retention times and peak widths at half height between the EC-array and MS were reproducible with relative standard deviations (RSD) < 10%. Additionally, through a comparison of EC-array and MS relative limits of detection the system’s compatibility for parallel metabolite analysis is clearly established, detecting down to 600 pg injected on column with merely femtogram levels being delivered to the MS. An investigation of an eight compound mixture, representative of the diversity typically encountered in physiological systems, both in neat solution and a serum matrix with limited sample cleanup demonstrates the system’s ability to handle biological samples without concern for biological matrix effects. Finally, by using the nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system, its unique abilities in preliminary metabolomics analyses were highlighted through successful identification of unknown
sodium phenyl butyrate (SPB) drug metabolites in Huntington’s disease (HD) patient plasma.

Chapter 3 applies the LC-EC-array-MS platform to a more detailed metabolic assessment of the oral drug SPB as a histone deacetylation (HDAC) inhibitor in a safety and tolerability study of SPB in HD patients. Using a method employing gradient LC with EC-array, UV and Fluorescence (F) (LCECA/UV/F), treated patient plasma and urine gave individual-specific patterns of ca. 20 SPB metabolites which may relate to the selection of subjects for extended trials of SPB. The structural identification of these metabolites was of critical importance, since characterization will aid in the understanding of mechanisms of drug action and possible side effects. An iterative process was developed with LC-EC-array and parallel LC-EC-array-MS detection for characterizing these metabolites. 10 metabolites were identified in treated subjects including indole species in urine that are not directly related to structural modifications of SPB, but were only found in SPB treated HD patients. The application of the process was directed at understanding metabolic pathways that differ among HD individuals when being treated with SPB and when not treated. These previously unreported metabolites resulting from SPB therapy may have both implications both on the disease processes in HD and a secondary effect of the therapeutic intervention in combination with HDAC processes. Both of these aspects will all be discussed.

In Chapter 4, two innovations in microscale analysis, nanoSplitter LC-MS (Chapter 2) and microdroplet NMR were combined for the identification of unknown compounds
found at low concentrations in complex sample matrices as frequently encountered in metabolomics or natural products discovery. Microdroplet NMR is a droplet microfluidic NMR loading method providing several-fold higher sample efficiency than conventional flow-injection methods. Performing NMR offline from LC-UV-MS accommodated the disparity between MS and NMR in their sample mass and time requirements, as well as allowing NMR spectra to be requested retrospectively, after review of the LC-MS data. Interpretable 1D NMR spectra were obtained from analytes at the 200 ng level, in 1-hour-per-well automated NMR data acquisitions. The system also showed excellent intra- and inter-detector reproducibility with retention time RSD values less than 2%, and sample recovery on the order of 93%. When applied to a cyanobacterial extract showing antibacterial activity, the platform recognized several previously-known metabolites, down to the 1% level, in a single 30 µg injection, and prioritized one unknown for further study.

In Chapter 5, the synthesis, isolation and analytical characterization of DNA-adducts, using the microscale LC-MS-NMR platform, is described. These adducts include both N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-aminobiphenyl (C8-dG-ABP) and N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-aminobiphenyl-d9 (C8-dG-ABP-d9), as well as the identification of various isomeric compounds associated with the two adducts. This characterization was achieved using the LC-MS-NMR platform described in Chapter 4 of this thesis, but, with manual microdroplet injections into the microcoil NMR as opposed to using the automated sample handler. This change was made in order to more effectively recover the analytes for post-NMR use and allow interactive NMR acquisition, as well as provide more
efficient sample injections for trace analysis compounds. Both the LC-MS fraction collection and manual injection microdroplet NMR analyses were evaluated for sample recovery and injection efficiency, using a dG standard, prior to adduct analysis. Each adduct was analyzed using LC-MS-microcoilNMR and subsequently recovered for future use in *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies correlating DNA adduct isomer persistence to biological endpoints such as apoptosis, gene transcription, mutagenesis and cancer.

Chapter 6 offers recommendations for future research based on the studies presented in this dissertation.
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<td>FID</td>
<td>Free Induction Decay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTICR</td>
<td>Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>Gas Chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAA</td>
<td>Heterocyclic Aromatic Amines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Huntington’s Disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDAC</td>
<td>Histone Deacetylase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLM</td>
<td>Human Liver Microsomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC</td>
<td>High performance liquid chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>Independent Data Acquisition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>2-amino-3-methylimidazo[4,5-f]quinoline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infrared spectroscopy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Liquid chromatography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC-MS</td>
<td>Liquid Chromatography - mass spectrometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRM</td>
<td>Multiple Reaction Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass spectrometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/MS</td>
<td>Tandem mass spectrometry (two stages)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS^n</td>
<td>Tandem mass spectrometry (n stages)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/z</td>
<td>Mass-to-charge ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mV  Mili-Volt
MW  Molecular Weight
nC  Nano-Coulombs
nESI  Nanoelectrospray Ionization
NMR  Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
PA  Phenyl Acetate
PAH  Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
ppm  Parts per million
PDA  Photodiode Array
PSDVB  Polystyrene divinylbenzene
QQQ  Triple quadrupole
QIT  Quadrupole Ion Trap
Qq-ToF  Quadrupole-Time of Flight
rf  Radio frequency
RPC  Reversed phase chromatography
RT  Retention Time
SIM  Single ion monitoring
S/N  Signal-to-noise
SFA  Segmented Flow Analysis
SPB  Sodium Phenyl Butyrate
SPE  Solid Phase Extraction
SRM  Selected reaction monitoring
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIC</td>
<td>Total Ion Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMS</td>
<td>Tetramethyilsilane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDC</td>
<td>Time to Digital Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLC</td>
<td>Thin Layer Chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToF</td>
<td>Time-of-flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIC</td>
<td>Extracted Ion Chromatogram</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1:

Introduction to Liquid Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry and Their Hyphenation

with Electrochemical Array and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Detection
1.1 Introduction

Hyphenated technologies have great importance in analytical chemistry. To extract the most information from complex mixtures, complementary instrumentation can be put together for both complex sample profiling and targeted analyses, including quantitation studies. These configurations are usually comprised of a separation technique such as liquid chromatography (LC) or Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) followed by analytical detection methods, either in series or parallel. The analytical detection methodologies used in this dissertation were electrochemical array detection (EC-array), Mass Spectrometry (MS), ultraviolet detection (UV) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). It is possible to arrange the instrumentation together in series or parallel as either on-line or off-line technologies, depending on the complementarities of each method. In any hyphenated analyses using the detectors just defined, the information gathered should paint a comprehensive picture of the analyte(s) through individual molecular weight (MW), structure, polarity and electrochemical (EC) response in addition to chromophore presence.

The combination of these detection techniques with LC and MS is not trivial in its design and will be discussed, with great detail, in each research chapter dedicated to the specific platform developed. Outlined below is an introduction to both LC and MS separately as well as the hyphenated technique, LC-MS. Also the other detection methods utilized, UV detection, EC-array detection and NMR will be introduced. Finally, LC/MS coupled to
both EC-array and NMR will be discussed. This background will serve as a primer for the specific experiments and applications outlined in the remainder of this manuscript.

1.2 Introduction to Liquid Chromatography

Liquid Chromatography (LC) or high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) as it is sometimes referred, is a flow based separation technique where the sample, dissolved in a liquid mobile phase, is pumped through a chromatography column filled with one of many possible stationary phases all directed toward separating the analyte mixture prior to detection. This entire process is done at a relatively high pressure (approximately 20-120 bar) through the use of a mechanical pump.

The basic components of a liquid chromatograph include: a means of introducing the sample into the system (i.e., a switching valve with sample loop controlled manually or by an autosampler), a mechanical pump, typically with at least two solvent reservoirs, an analytical column which is packed with the stationary phase, and a detector. The components are connected through the use of stainless steel or PEEK tubing. The chromatographic columns used in HPLC can be packed with many different stationary phases based on individual separation needs. For example, possibilities include linear alkane phases such as C4, C8, or C18, polymer based matrices like polystyrene divinyl benzene, or more polar functional groups, such as diol compounds, attached to a hydrocarbon residue, such as hexane or benzene. Chromatographic conditions can be
changed by altering the column packing materials as well as the mobile phases and buffers being used in the analysis.

1.2a Introduction to Reversed Phase Chromatography

Reversed phase chromatography (RPC), is often the first choice utilized in the laboratory due to its convenience and efficiency as well as its amenability to various types of LC detectors, such as UV and MS. Also, it is the only means of chromatographic separation used throughout this dissertation and will be the only type discussed.

RPC is separation based on hydrophobic binding interactions between an analyte in the mobile phase and an immobilized hydrophobic stationary phase, like those discussed previously. In effect, the analyte is partitioned between the mobile phase and the stationary phase, creating equilibrium, described by the distribution ratio, K. The distribution of the analyte between the phases depends on the binding properties of the stationary phase, the hydrophobicity of the analyte molecule, and the composition of the mobile phase.

![Diagram of Reversed Phase Chromatography](image)

Mobile phase composition in RPC is one main reason the technique is easily amenable to LC detection. Since, like discussed, separation is based on hydrophobicity with the most
polar molecules eluting first and the more hydrophobic to follow, mobile phases are based on a mixture of aqueous and organic solvents. At the beginning of the analysis, mobile phase conditions are set so that the analyte will be adsorbed onto the stationary phase, by maintaining highly aqueous conditions at the start. These, and other conditions can then be adapted to favor the selective desorption of the analyte or analytes from the stationary phase back into the mobile phase in order to ultimately be eluted from the column and detected.

Since the stationary phase is usually immobilized in a column that the mobile phase flows through, it would be difficult to change its characteristics simply between experiments. The simplest parameters to change during an analysis are mobile phase composition, pH, and temperature. Buffer salts and/or acids may be added to the mobile phase to change the adsorption/desorption characteristics as well, but selective desorption is most often accomplished by ramping the organic composition of the mobile phase higher as the run proceeds. The ramp can be gradual (gradient HPLC), or can be accomplished through steep changes (step gradient HPLC). Once the analytes have eluted from the column, the stationary phase must be re-equilibrated to return to its original state.

As mentioned above, separation in RPC is based on adsorption and desorption from the stationary phase, and the hydrophobic properties of individual analytes determine when they desorb. When analyzing complex mixtures, like the biological samples blood and urine, the diversity of compound hydrophobicity can be quite great. There can be
molecules that bind strongly to the stationary phase under aqueous conditions to those that desorb in a narrow range of organic modifier concentration. Gradient elution gradually increases the hydrophobicity of the mobile phase and continually and systematically draws diverse analytes out of the stationary phase for detection.

In gradient elution, the column must first be equilibrated at its initial starting conditions, usually highly aqueous, to ensure the analyte will be adsorbed onto the non-polar stationary phase, but the hydrophobic analyte must also be soluble in the highly aqueous conditions. It is usually desirable to have 1-5% organic (methanol or acetonitrile) in water as the starting conditions, and to make certain that the analytes of interest are soluble in these conditions.

![Figure 1.1](image)

**Figure 1.1** RPC separation and MS detection of dopamine and methoxytyramine. The x axis shows analyte retention time and the y axis shows ion intensity.

Figure 1.1 shows a simple example of RPC, once the sample is applied to the column, the conditions are altered so that the analytes will be selectively desorbed from the stationary phase and flow through the column with the mobile phase and into the detector. In RPC compounds elute in order of polarity. The most polar molecules elute first with the less
polar compounds to follow, as indicated. In this example, mass spectrometry was used to detect the molecules. There are many types of detectors available for LC analyses and several of them are used in this dissertation. The different types of LC detection methods used here will be described next.

1.3 UV Detection

The detector most associated with LC analysis is simply UV detection. UV is a non-destructive detection method consisting of a UV-transmitting flow cell through which the post column eluent flows, a deuterium or tungsten lamp and photodiode arrays (PDA) or phototube detectors. A deuterium lamp is used to provide light between 190 and 400 nm through the flow cell which then is directed on a diode, used to measure the light intensity ($I$). The original light intensity ($I_0$) is also measured by directing the light to a reference diode and the two signals are converted into absorbance by taking the log of the $I_0$ to $I$ ratio. The technique is very easily amendable to most LC configurations as well as for most analytes of interest, providing the analyte is of sufficient concentration, contains a UV radiation-absorbing chromaphore, and no structural information is required from the analysis. A schematic of the detector with a PDA detector can be seen in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2 Schematic of a UV flow cell with PDA detection. HPLC flow is perpendicular to the flow of light indicated with black arrows.

Since the technique is non-destructive, UV detectors are ideal to be placed in series with other instruments such as MS detection or fraction collection. In this case the analytes of interest could be simultaneously separated and detected as well as collected for additional analyses such as offline-MS or NMR studies. UV-guided fraction collection is utilized in both Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation. In this context the techniques were done in parallel with MS detection and will be described later in this chapter of the dissertation. Next electrochemical array detection (EC-array), which is another LC detection technique, will be discussed.

1.4 Electrochemical Array Detection

Electrochemical array detection (EC-array) is a technique developed by Dr. Wayne Matson et al.\textsuperscript{3} based on coulometric electrochemical detection (ECD) with the hopes of making the electrochemical equivalent of the PDA. The EC-array is a serial array made of up to 16 coulometric electrodes, with each individual electrode consisting of a flow-through porous graphite working electrode yielding close to 100% analyte conversion.
efficiency. This efficiency, in combination with electrodes in series, provides detection advantages such as selectivity allowing for co-eluting species to be resolved and sensitivity with limits of detection down to the low femtomole (pg/mL) range.

Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of a two coulometric electrode cell array, highlighting how compounds with differing oxidation potentials can be detected. In the example compound A readily oxidizes to compound P at 200 mV with compound B passing through unchanged until reaching the second electrode where it oxidizes to compound Q and compound P flows through unchanged. Just like in UV detection, the sample is dissolved in the LC mobile phases and is chromatographically separated in the column before being delivered via the mobile phase to the EC-array detector. The EC-array maintains a constant potential across each individual electrochemical cell in the array, controlled by a potentiostat. When an EC active compound enters the electrode, it can be oxidized or reduced depending on the compound and the potential being applied. When a compound is oxidized it loses electrons and responds with a positive change in current. This current change is detected by the potentiostat and plotted in the EC chromatogram. In the example given in Figure 1.3\(^2\), the two compounds are separated chromatographically as well as electrochemically. If the compounds were to co-elute, as is sometimes the case with complex mixtures, the compounds could still be able to be discerned by their different electrochemical responses.
Figure 1.3 The top panel shows a two coulometric electrode array where E1 is held at 200 mV oxidizing compound A to P, allowing B to flow through unchanged and E2 is held at 600 mV oxidizing compound B to Q allowing P to flow through unchanged. The bottom panel shows two chromatograms representing the compounds eluting from the detectors and being detected.

In addition to its specificity, coulometric detection offers a major advantage for quantitative studies. Since, as discussed, 100% of the analyte is either oxidized or reduced when passing through the electrode with its response recorded as the change in current, one can then directly correlate peak area, or total amount of charge transferred, to moles of analyte by using Faraday’s law. This aspect of EC-array detection is utilized in Chapter 2 of this manuscript and will be described in greater detail in that section.

In the commercially available EC-array instruments distributed by ESA inc. Bedford, MA, each electrochemical “cell” contains 4 coulometric array electrodes in series. Since the instrument can handle up to 16 electrodes, the instrument can control up to 4 “cells” via the potentiostat. Figure 1.4 shows a cross-sectional cut out of the ESA 6010 cell, which was used throughout Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, labeling the porous graphite working electrodes as well as the palladium counter and reference electrodes.
Finally, the flow channel which allows the LC mobile phase to be pumped between them is shown.

![Cutaway of the ESA CoulArray Cell Pack](image-url)

**Figure 1.4** A cross-section cut out of the ESA 6010 cell Pack indicating the 4 porous graphite flow through electrodes as well as the reference and counter electrodes. LC flows from left to right in the Figure.

Unlike UV detection, EC-array detection is a destructive technique in that once the compound passes through the electrochemical cell it is either oxidized or reduced and therefore altered from its original state. This aspect of the detection technique becomes important when trying to combine it with additional LC detection techniques, such as MS which has the further ability to characterize unknown compounds, and will be discussed further at the end of this chapter. Theory and basics of MS analysis and detection will be discussed next.
1.5 Mass Spectrometry

Mass Spectrometry (MS) is a technique based on the separation and detection of gas-phase ions via their individual mass-to-charge ratios \( (m/z) \). MS is unique among instrumental methods of analysis in that there are different physical principles used to separate ions. Mass-to-charge can be based on kinetic energy, or momentum of the ion as well as path stability, frequency of oscillation and velocity, depending on the instrument being used. These measurements can be used to facilitate unknown compound identification through individual mass determinations in addition to unique molecular fragmentations that are also important in MS detection. Before delving into the specifics of the technique, it is important to understand the basic components of a mass spectrometer prior to discussing each in detail.

1.5a Components of a Mass Spectrometer

A mass spectrometer consists of four basic parts: the source, where analytes may be transferred into the gas-phase and undergo ionization; the mass analyzer, typically held under vacuum, where the ions are separated from each other based on their \( m/z \) ratios; the detector, where the abundance of each ion is determined, and the data system, where the results are organized and reported. Figure 1.5 provides a schematic of these basic components. There are many combinations of sources and analyzers, producing many variations of mass spectrometers. A certain combination of source and analyzer can be
more suitable to examine particular types of analytes, or to provide specific information, such as exact molecular mass, isotope content, structural information, or analyte quantitation. Each chapter of this dissertation contains MS data; however, different instruments containing different ionization sources as well as analyzers and data systems were utilized. Throughout this section, each component of the MS will be discussed in relation to the specific techniques used in the remainder of this manuscript.

![Diagram of MS detection system](image)

**Figure 1.5** A schematic representation of the 4 parts of the MS detection system.

1.5b Ionization Sources

In order for a substance to be analyzed by MS, it must become a gas-phase charged entity called an ion. Ions can be positively or negatively charged, depending on the manner in which the charge is gained. For positively charged ions, the most common charging method is protonation (addition of a hydrogen atom), which results in the formation of a \([\text{M+H}]^+\) ion. For negatively charged ions, deprotonation is the most prevalent scheme, producing a \([\text{M-H}]^-\) ion. There are many methods by which charge is gained, called
ionization, however, only one specific technique, electrospray ionization, and a variation of this technique, were used in this dissertation and will therefore be the only methods discussed.

\textit{i Electrospray Ionization}^{6,7}

Conventional electrospray was first introduced in 1984 by John Fenn at Yale University, and was instrumental in allowing biomolecules to be successfully transferred to the gas-phase and ionized without significant fragmentation, permitting their MWs to be accurately determined.

Electrospray ionization (ESI) operates on the basic principles of an electrochemical cell, and is represented in Figure 1.6. A liquid flow, like that from and HPLC or other pumping system, is introduced into a stainless steel needle. A potential of between 2 and 5 kV, depending on the liquid composition and flow rate, is applied between the needle and a counter electrode, and ions in the solution migrate accordingly. If a positive potential is applied, the positive ions flow toward the outlet of the needle, attracted to the counter electrode, held at ground. The negative ions in the solution migrate back in to the bulk solution, creating a charge separation in the liquid. As the positive ions are pulled toward the counter electrode, the stream of ions is pulled out of the needle in the form of a spray.
Figure 1.6 Picture representation of ESI showing the bulk liquid flow exiting the spray needle as positively charged ions due to the 2-5 kV potential applied. The sprayed droplets then travel toward the inlet of the MS, desolvating as they travel and prior to entering the mass analyzer.

As the stream is pulled from the needle, a cone is formed, called the Taylor cone\textsuperscript{10}. The ions in the cone are dispersed into finer and finer droplets. As the droplets become smaller, the charge-to-surface-area ratio increases, forcing the drops to become increasingly unstable. At a point that the charge-to-surface-area ratio approaches the Rayleigh limit, the drop undergoes coulombic fission and the ions are released into the gas phase, as illustrated in Figure 1.6\textsuperscript{11}. The gas-phase ions continue on their path toward the counter electrode, and enter the mass spectrometer through the orifice. A sheath gas or heat is sometimes used to aid in the desolvation.
Nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI), which can be viewed as a miniaturization of ESI, was first introduced by Wilm and Mann in 1996 \(^{12}\). Nanoelectrospray utilizes a much narrower needle or fused silica capillary than conventional electrospray\(^{13}\), and usually does not require a sheath gas for desolvation due to its lower flow rates providing a lesser volume into the MS. Nanoelectrospray ionization operates at flow rates \(~300\) nL/min or less and has been implemented both statically without mechanical pumping\(^{12}\), and dynamically.

There are inherent advantages to utilizing nESI over conventional ESI \(^{9,12}\). The lower flow rates yield smaller droplets out of the capillary tip which desolvate easier, eliminating the need for a nebulizing gas. The drops contain a lower number of molecules, which decreases analyte clustering and increases ionization efficiency. Nanospray ionization droplets have a higher surface-area-to-volume ratio and a 20-25x higher charge-to-volume ratio, allowing more analyte molecules to reside on the droplet surface, and thus increasing the desolvation of these analytes. Also, nanospray ionization allows the spray tip to be placed in close proximity to the orifice, further increasing ion transmission efficiency without concern for arcing. Additionally, the technique tolerates higher salt concentrations, which allows for minimal sample clean up. Chapters 2, 4 and 5 all deal with nESI, and its implications to those experiments will be discussed in greater detail in the introduction to those sections.
1.5c Types of Mass Analyzers

There are many different types of mass analyzers, and each one has different characteristics that make it the optimum analyzer for a particular analysis. These characteristics are often described by a set of mass spectrometric figures of merit. Several of the figures will be helpful to define as they will be useful in describing the specific mass analyzers used in this dissertation. A key figure is mass resolution, which is defined as the mass associated with the apex of the peak divided by the width at a specified height (x). Mass accuracy is the ratio of the mass-to-charge measurement error (i.e., the difference between the measured M and the true M) divided by the true mass-to-charge ratio and is usually stated in parts per million (ppm). The mass range of an instrument is the range of mass-to-charge ratios amenable to the analysis by a given analyzer. The linear dynamic range is the range over which ion signal is linear with analyte concentration. An instrument’s efficiency is determined by the product of the transmission of the analyzer and its duty cycle. The duty cycle is defined as the fraction or percentage of the ions of interest (formed in the ionization step) that enter the mass analyzer and are actually detected. The last figure of merit to be noted is the speed of analysis of a given instrument that is the time frame of the experiment; ultimately used to determine the number of spectra per unit time that can be generated described in Hertz. As done with ionization methods, only the analyzers that pertain to the work described in this manuscript will be discussed in detail.
Quadrupole analyzers achieve mass separation based directly on the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions. Ions move within a dynamic (radio frequency (rf)) electric field, and mass separation is a function of the rf voltages and the direct current (dc) applied to the four cylindrical rods, or “quadrupoles.” A schematic of a quadrupole is shown in Figure 1.7. A series of focusing optics filter the ions produced in the source into the mass analyzer and as ions pass between the quadrupoles, traveling along their axis, the applied voltages cause certain ions to become unstable and crash into the rods instead of passing through in a stable trajectory. The detector is positioned at the exit of the quadrupole, and only ions passing through in a stable trajectory are detected. The equations of motion in a quadrupole analyzer are based on second order differential equations, and are graphically represented by the Mathieu stability diagram (Figure 1.8). The Mathieu diagram is a plot of a parameter $q$, which relates to the rf voltage, versus a parameter $a$, which relates to the dc voltage. Ions with different $m/z$ values are separated by increasing the magnitude of the rf and dc voltages, while keeping their ratio constant.
Figure 1.7 Schematic of a quadrupole mass analyzer showing the separation of the red and blue ions due to changing the magnitude of the dc/ac ratio.

Figure 1.8 Mathieu stability diagram for a quadrupole mass analyzer

Quadrupoles have the ability to perform different types of ion scanning methods. The first type of single quadrupole analysis is the full scan experiment. During this
experiment, the rf and dc voltages are scanned sequentially to allow all ions to pass through the quadrupole at a certain point. The detector then constructs a mass spectrum that provides \( m/z \) values for all the ions detected. In addition to the full scan mode, selected ion monitoring (SIM) can also be accomplished. In this mode a single \( m/z \) value or a very small range around a single value are constantly monitored and no other \( m/z \) values are seen. This mode provides a high degree of sensitivity, since a single value of interest is being examined at all times (100% duty cycle).

Quadrupoles are probably the least expensive mass spectrometers, which is why they are often used as detectors for LC experiments. They are small, bench-top instruments, with unit mass resolving power across their mass range (usually 100-4000 Daltons). Most of the MS experiments described in this manuscript were conducted on instruments that are based on the quadrupole analyzer, but that are more sophisticated, and capable of more intricate techniques. The two main variations of quadrupole instruments used herein are the triple quadrupole and the quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometers and each will next be described in more detail.

**ii Triple Quadrupoles and their Scan Modes**

A triple quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of three quadrupole analyzers placed in series. Figure 1.9 provides a schematic drawing and a picture of a commercially available triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (QQQ). This particular mass spectrometer has a bent design which allows it to be much smaller than many other QQQ MS. Also shown in
the design are two preliminary pumping regions (Q00 and Q0) which may help to focus the ions and transfer them efficiently from the atmospheric pressure ionization region, e.g., ESI, to the first quadrupole (Q1) which is under high vacuum. The middle quadrupole, or Q2, acts a collision cell which allows ions to be excited and fragmented. The third quadrupole (Q3) operates in the same manner as Q1, usually separating the ions just prior to detection. The three quadrupoles can be operated in a particular manner to select an ion or ions, fragment it (them), and then detect the products of the fragmentation. This is called an MS/MS or tandem MS experiment. There are many forms of MS/MS experiments, some which allow for a great deal of structural information, some which provide a high level of selectivity in the analysis. All forms of MS/MS experiments are variations on having each quadrupole either parked on a particular mass, or scanning through a range. Figure 1.10 illustrates the forms of MS/MS studies regularly utilized with a QQQ analyzer. These scan modes are based on the quadrupole scanning methods described previously.

Figure 1.9 Top view of a commercially available triple quadrupole mass analyzer showing different pumping regions and the pressure maintained.
The first MS/MS mode to be discussed is product ion monitoring. In this mode, a single ion is selected in the first quadrupole (Q1), fragmented in the second quadrupole (Q2) by applying an rf voltage only and increasing the pressure of the cell with an inert gas.
(usually Argon), and then all ions produced by the fragmentation are analyzed by the third quadrupole (Q3). The third quadrupole is scanned through a range of masses in the same manner as a full scan experiment in MS. The mechanism of fragmentation is often referred to as collisionally induced dissociation (CID). It provides structural information by elucidating features such as functional groups and providing information on their position within the molecule. This scan mode was utilized in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.

The next scan mode is the precursor ion scan which can be considered the reverse of the product ion scan. It allows isolation of a particular product ion, and determination of all the m/z ratios that fragmented to produce that specific product ion. To accomplish this, Q1 is scanned, and Q3 is “parked” on the m/z value of the specific product ion.

The third type of MS/MS mode is constant neutral loss (CNL). CNL is similar to precursor ion scanning, but the transition that is examined involves loss of a common neutral fragment, which is not detectable in a mass spectrometer since it does not carry charge. In this mode, both Q1 and Q3 are scanning, but they are offset by a certain mass value that corresponds to the loss of the neutral fragment, which occurs during collisions in Q2. This scan allows for monitoring of ions that lose the same uncharged segment. For example, many DNA adduct experiments monitor the loss of sugar from a nucleoside monomer, thus detecting the aglycon ion of the adducted unit. This allows for detection of new adducts without prior knowledge of their structure\(^\text{19}\).
The final MS/MS scan to be defined is selected reaction monitoring (SRM). In this mode, both Q1 and Q3 are parked at a selected mass, and a specific fragmentation is monitored by detecting the transition between the \( m/z \) ratio of a precursor ion and the \( m/z \) ratio of a specific product ion. In some studies where the precursor ion yields multiple fragments, more than one product ion can be monitored for a single precursor ion, increasing the selectivity of the analysis. Also, multiple transitions in general can be monitored, often referred to as multiple reaction monitoring (MRM), thus providing a method to monitor an analyte and an internal standard in quantification experiments. This scan provides the most selectivity and a high degree of sensitivity, since only a single value or very small ranges of \( m/z \) values are scanned. In addition to increases in sensitivity and selectivity, all MS/MS experiments increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the analyte by removing chemical noise from other ions that would also be detected in full scan modes of operation. This scan mode was also used in Chapter 2 and the specifics of its design are further defined there.

*i*ii Quadrupole Ion Traps and Scan Modes\(^4, 14, 20-22\)

Another type of quadrupole analyzer is the quadrupole ion trap MS (QIT). The QIT is similar to the quadrupole analyzer in that it uses rf voltages in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction of the \( x, y, z \) plane to manipulate analyte ions in the quadrupole, but in addition has a third voltage applied in the \( z \) plane, which allows ions to become trapped in the electric field, rather than altering their paths as they pass through the field. This is accomplished through the ion trap design, consisting of three hyperbolic electrodes, one ring shaped
and two endcaps, as illustrated in Figure 1.11. When ions become trapped in the electric field, they oscillate around the center axis of the ion trap. Instead of detecting ions moving in a stable trajectory through the quadrupole analyzers, in a QIT, ions need to become unstable and leave their stable oscillation in the trap to be detected.

![Cross section of ion trap](image)

**Cross section of ion trap**

*Figure 1.11 Cross section view of the quadrupole ion trap MS showing the flow of ion from the ion source into the trap and out to the detector.*

In 1983, George Stafford at Finnigan MAT (now ThermoFischer) developed the mass-selective instability mode, allowing packets of ions with the same m/z value to be sequentially ejected over a given time period. Prior to this, the ion trap needed to be emptied before the next packet of ions was introduced. Stability of an ion is described by the Mathieu equation, just as in a quadrupole analyzer with the following substitutions:

$$\text{The stability of an ion is dependent on the mass and charge of an ion } (m), \text{ the size of the ion trap } (r_o), \text{ the oscillating frequency of the fundamental rf } (\omega), \text{ and the amplitude of the applied dc } (U) \text{ and rf } (V) \text{ voltages, as shown diagram in Figure 1.12. Ions “travel” along}$$
the differing regions of the diagram, and are ejected when they “travel” outside the stable region, that is, they become unstable.

Figure 1.12 Mathieu stability diagram for the quadrupole mass analyzer.

Ion traps can perform full scan and selected ion monitoring analyses, as were described for single quadrupole analyzers. Additionally, QITs can perform product ion scans just as a triple quadrupole instrument, but the experiments are accomplished as tandem-in-time as opposed to tandem-in-space as with the QQQ. Triple quadrupole instruments are described as tandem-in-space instruments, since different stages of MS analysis occur in different regions of the mass spectrometer. Since all MS events occur inside the trap, QITs are tandem in time, and MS/MS experiments can often be accomplished much faster than in a tandem-in-space instrument, since there is no delay for ions to be
transferred to another part of the mass spectrometer. Usually an ion of interest is isolated, and ions of other m/z values are ejected from the trap. This allows ion traps to perform product ion scans, but not constant neutral loss or precursor scans.

The product ion scan in a QIT is quite unique and is often termed, MS^n scanning, which allows for multiple stages of product ion scans. These stages are accomplished in a sequential manner, as an ion is isolated, collided, and then a product ion is isolated and collided, and so on until the sample is consumed, or the desired information is obtained.

Ion trap mass spectrometers today are relatively inexpensive, high utility laboratory instruments. They have high duty cycles, and are excellent mass spectrometers for LC/MS experiments. The mass accuracy of an ion trap is fairly low (50 – 100 ppm), and the resolution is typically unit resolution across its entire mass range. This instrument was utilized in Chapters 2, 4 and 5 of this dissertation.

*iv Time of Flight Analyzer*

Time of flight (ToF) mass analyzers separate ions based on their velocity, which is related to their m/z value. The equations that govern the motion of ions in a time of flight analyzer are listed below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{K.E.} &= qV \\
qV &= \frac{1}{2} mv^2 \\
V &= \left(\frac{2qV}{m}\right)^{1/2} \\
t &= L / \left(\frac{2V}{m/q}\right)^{1/2}
\end{align*}
\]
Where KE is the kinetic energy, q is the ion charge and V is the applied voltage, m is the mass of the ion, v is the velocity of the ion, and t is the length of time an ion takes to travel through a flight tube of length L measured in microseconds\(^4\).

It is easy to visualize the ion separation and detection in a ToF if one thinks of the entire process as an ion race. All ions are formed at the same place, or the “starting line”, and are accelerated through a fixed potential (typically 1-20 kV) into a field-free region, and then are allowed to drift at their own pace to the detector, which in this analogy would be the “finish line”. Ions with the same charge acquire the same kinetic energy after they are accelerated through the potential, and the velocity of the ion is inversely proportional to the square root of its \(m/z\) value. Since there is no field acting on the ions, and they are all traveling the same distance to the detector (0.5 – 2 meters), it is possible to determine their mass to charge ratio by measuring the time they take to reach the detector. This design is shown in Figure 1.13a\(^4\).

In addition to the linear ToF design which was just described, there is another variation called the reflectron ToF, as illustrated in Figure 1.13b. In reflectron ToF, ions travel the length of a flight tube and then enter an electrostatic mirror. Heavier ions penetrate the mirror’s field deeper than lighter ones, and all ions are reflected into a second flight tube. The electrostatic mirror serves to focus ions with the same \(m/z\) value but with slight velocity variations, thus increasing the resolution of the mass analyzer\(^{25,26}\).
A. Linear ToF

B. Reflectron ToF

Figure 1.13 A. is a linear ToF analyzer showing the injection and separation of three ions whose masses are represented by spherical size with the largest ion arriving at the detector last. B. is a reflectron ToF mass analyzer showing the path of a single ion into the ion mirror and reflected toward the detector.

Time of flight analyzers have high mass accuracy (usually 5-50 ppm), an extremely large dynamic range (>10⁵ Daltons) and the fastest speed of analysis among the mass spectrometers commonly used today (10-10⁴ Hertz). They are also readily hyphenated with quadrupole analyzers to yield a quadrupole – time of flight MS design (q-ToF). This mass analyzer will be described next.

ν Quadrupole-Time of Flight²⁷-²⁹

The simplest way to describe this MS configuration is to think of it as a triple quadrupole MS with the last quadrupole replaced by a time of flight mass analyzer. A schematic of this quadrupole-time of flight (Qq-ToF) hyphenation is seen in Figure 1.14²⁷. In this configuration an additional r.f. quadrupole labeled Q0 is added to provide collisional cooling and focusing of ions entering the instrument, similar to the QQQ instrument
described previously. Overall the instrument consists of three quadrupoles followed by a reflecting ToF mass analyzer with orthogonal injection of ions\textsuperscript{29}, and principles of this technique are defined in the following publication\textsuperscript{30}.

![Quadrupole-time of Flight MS schematic](image)

**Figure 1.14 Quadrupole-time of Flight MS schematic indicating the pumping regions, ion optics, ToF mass analyzer and detector.**

In continuing with the QQQ comparison, the Qq-ToF can also provide several different mass analysis modes providing benefits such as mass resolution, mass accuracy and high sensitivity simply by replacing the Q3 with a ToF mass analyzer. In full scan MS experiments Q1 is operated only in r.f. transmitting mode while the ToF analyzer is used to record the spectra, resulting in highly resolved and accurate mass determination from the ability of the ToF analyzer to record all ions in parallel without scanning.
For MS/MS experiments, such as product ion spectra, Q1 is operated in ion filter mode which allows the selection of ions of interest. The collision cell, Q2, is operated in the same manner as the previously discussed QQQ MS, where the ions under CID with argon or nitrogen. After leaving Q2, ions are re-accelerated to the required energy and focused into parallel beam that continuously enters the ion modulator ToF analyzer, which is labeled in Figure 1.14. A pulsed electric field is applied across the modulator gap, pushing ions in a direction orthogonal to their original trajectory into the accelerating column where they acquire their final energy of several keV per charge, arriving in the field-free drift region where ToF separation occurs. Ions are detected by two multichannel plates in a chevron configuration and mass spectra are reordered with a time-to-digital converter (TDC). A Qq-ToF mass analyzer was briefly used in Chapter 3 in this dissertation. The MS analysis modes used in the experiments performed are explained and defined in greater detail in that specific section.

vi Orbitrap

The orbitrap is a relatively new type of mass analyzer invented by Alexander Makarov in 2000, employing ion trapping in an electrostatic field around two axial electrodes, an outer barrel-like electrode and a central spindle-like one. Orbiting ions also perform harmonic oscillations along the electrode with ion frequency proportional to \((m/z)^{-1/2}\). The ion frequencies are measured non-destructively by acquisition of time-domain image current transients, with fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) used to obtain the mass spectra. Figure 1.15, shows a cutaway view of the mass analyzer, where ions are injected at the
point indicated by the red arrow. Ion injection has been described as being analogous to pulling back a pendulum and releasing it to oscillate. Equations defining the specially shaped electrodes and the cylindrical coordinates \( r \) and \( z \) as well as the harmonic ion motion are described by Makarov in great detail elsewhere\(^{31}\).

![Cutaway view of the orbitrap mass analyzer showing the injection of an ion in the direction of the red arrow, perpendicular to the \( z \) coordinate and its subsequent oscillation around the axial electrode.](image)

Commercial orbitrap mass analyzers have been developed by ThermoFischer Corporation (San Jose, CA) and equipped with an ESI source for ion injection into the MS\(^{33}\). In this configuration, a series of quadrupole analyzers guide ions produced by the ESI source through several stages of pumping regions from the atmospheric ion source. The ions then proceed into a linear quadrupole\(^{35}\) or ‘storage quadrupole’ similar to the QIT described previously in order to couple the continuous ESI source with the pulsed function of the orbitrap. Ions are then accelerated through an ion optical deflection lens system into the mass analyzer where they are then detected as previously described in this section.
Important features of the orbitrap include high mass resolution (up to 150,000), large space charge capacity, high mass accuracy (2-5ppm), mass range of at least 6000 Daltons and a dynamic range greater than $10^3$. In addition the analyzer has been described to be less complex with similarly high performance while also being less expensive than the Fourier transform Ion Cyclotron\textsuperscript{36} (FT ICR) MS which similarly detects ions. This mass analyzer was used briefly in Chapter 3 to obtain high resolution accurate mass MS data. Accurate mass measurements make it possible to restrict the enormous number of possible molecular formulas that might represent a particular molecular mass. This aspect will be discussed further in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.

1.5d Types of MS Detectors

Although the many different types of mass spectrometers offer unique versions of mass analysis, they all utilize similar methods of detection. The most common types of detectors used today are multi-channel plates, photomultiplier tubes, faraday cups, conversion dynodes and electron multipliers. Multi-channel plates are often used in ToF instruments because they have favorable aspects for high mass detection. In this detection method, each ion that strikes the MCP creates a pulse of electrons at the anode which is amplified and sent to the TDC. The TDC registers the time of arrival of each pulse in reference to the start of the ToF extraction pulse, occurring at the rate of a few kHz resulting in a spectrum of arrival times which form a mass spectrum\textsuperscript{27}.
The QIT and QQQ mass spectrometers used in this dissertation use a conversion dynode and an electron multiplier. The conversion dynode generates an electrical signal, which is then amplified $10^3$ – $10^8$ times by the electron multiplier. When the electrons of the signal strike the conversion dynode, it emits several secondary electronss, which then generate a cascade of electrons, thus magnifying the original electron signal by several orders of magnitude (Figure 1.16).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.16** Picture representation of an electron multiplier showing how one ion produces a cascade of electrons amplifying the signal. (Reproduced from masspec.scripps.edu/ (accessed January 2009)).

Also important in a mass spectrometry system is the data system which converts the electrical signal from the instrument into the mass spectrum. These data systems are typically high-speed computers responsible for instrument control, data acquisition and data processing. The mass spectrum will be discussed next and will be the final aspect of MS detection described.
1.5e The Mass Spectrum

Mass spectrometry results are often reported as a mass spectrum, a graphical representation that plots ion abundance as a percentage of the most abundant ion versus mass-to-charge ratio, as seen in Figure 1.17. The information gained from the spectrum is the total ion abundances of the analytes being detected, the mass-to-charge ratios of those ions, as well as ion isotope ratios. The example given is a positive ESI full scan mass spectrum of epinephrine obtained on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, scanning the mass range between 100 and 500 Daltons. As is clear from the spectrum, we have the \([\text{M+H}]^+\) ion of epinephrine at \(m/z\) 183.8, in addition to an ion at \(m/z\) 165.8. This fragmentation involves the loss of water upon protonation of one of the hydroxyl groups attached to the molecule. This is an excellent and clean example to show the information yielded by a simple MS mass spectrum.

Figure 1.17 Full Scan mass spectrum of Epinephrine obtained on a triple quadrupole MS scanning between 100 and 500 Daltons. The \([\text{M+H}]^+\) ion is represented at \(m/z\) 183.8.
1.6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a well-established and powerful analytical spectroscopic technique for elucidating molecular structure. NMR can be applied as long as the molecule analyzed contains NMR-active nuclei, commonly $^1$H and $^{13}$C. NMR active nuclei have odd numbers of protons and/or neutrons yielding an intrinsic magnetic moment and angular momentum, commonly referred to as spin. Because these are both vector quantities, when the molecule is placed in an external static magnetic field, the moments align themselves relative to the field in a number of orientations based on the quantum number $I$. The total number of spin orientations is determined in accordance to the formula $2I+1$. For example, hydrogen, which has a spin of $\frac{1}{2}$, yields two spin states in the presence of an external magnetic field, $B_0$. The lower energy state is referred to as having a spin of $+\frac{1}{2}$ and the higher energy state is spin $-\frac{1}{2}$. The static magnetic field imposes a torque on the moment which therefore traces a circular path around the applied field, known as its Larmor precession. Hydrogen, the most commonly studied nucleus, will continue to be the example used throughout the remainder of this section.

To achieve a detectable nuclear magnetic resonance signal, the proton nucleus must change its spin state. This is driven by the absorption of electromagnetic radiation, applied at a frequency that matches the Larmor precession frequency. This r.f. radiation is transmitted via an antenna, or coil, surrounding the sample, which generates r.f. perpendicular to the static magnetic field. The presence and frequency of active nuclei can be detected in the sample in two ways, (i) by scanning through multiple wavelengths
(continuous wave NMR) or (ii) as a short burst of high power that excites a broad range of transitions (pulsed NMR) to re-emit. Only pulsed NMR experiments were used in this dissertation. After the short burst of rf frequency, the nucleus then returns to its original state producing a weak oscillating voltage in the coil surrounding the sample: NMR provides non-destructive analyte detection. This signal decays as the nucleus returns to equilibrium producing what is called the free induction decay (FID). The signals collected represent the sum of the Larmor frequency of each proton and are recorded as the difference from the applied field. The FID is then Fourier transformed into a conventional NMR spectrum, with the lowest frequencies to the right on the x axis and the higher frequencies to the left. The difference increases with magnetic field strength, however, those differences are still very small, typically 10 kHz on a 500 mHz spectrometer. Because the energy difference of spin up and spin down is so small, at room temperature the populations are nearly equal (only 1 in 10,000 analyte molecules produce a signal) explaining why NMR is so insensitive in comparison to other spectroscopic techniques, such as UV detection.

Protons in different locations on a molecule can be “shielded” to varying extents dependent upon their surrounding electron cloud density which changes as a result of the chemical environment. These varying chemical environments affect the Larmor frequencies and in relation to a reference proton ultimately yield the different peaks in the representative NMR spectrum. This is how molecular structure can eventually be assigned.
For example, a generally used reference compound is tetramethyldisilane (TMS) because it’s chemically inert, symmetrical and soluble in most organic solvents. In addition, all of its protons are chemically equivalent, as seen in Figure 1.18, yielding one sharp absorption peak in the NMR. Also, its protons are strongly shielded by the high electron density surrounding Si. This means that most hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon, nitrogen or oxygen will be less shielded than those in TMS. Thus, TMS occurs at the far right of an NMR spectrum, and any protons less shielded than those in TMS will occur at higher frequencies and therefore will yield signals to the left of the reference peak. The chemical shifts can also be expressed as dimensionless units that are independent of the applied frequency by dividing the resonance frequency (in Hz) by the applied frequency (in Hz) and multiplying by $10^6$. The chemical shifts are then expressed as parts per million (ppm). This is customary nomenclature and will be used in Chapters 4 and 5.

Figure 1.18. NMR spectrum of TMS showing one singlet peak at 0 ppm. (reproduced from http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/Spectropy/nmr/nmr1.htm, accessed January 2009)
Different molecular functional groups yield specific chemical shifts relative to TMS, as seen in Figure 1.18, and these chemical shifts can be used to assign structure when seeing representative peaks in a given NMR experiment. The simple NMR experiments explained are defined as 1 dimensional (1D) proton NMR experiments and are utilized in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation as a means to facilitate compound structural identification that could not be determined by the other detection techniques used in the analysis. This section was meant to be a simple introduction to the theory behind NMR detection and the methods by which the NMR spectra are obtained throughout this dissertation are described in great detail in those chapters.

1.7. Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Hyphenation

HPLC is routinely coupled to mass spectrometry and used in many industries and research fields, including forensics, pharmaceutical, and biotechnology as well as for metabolomics and proteomics. This separation technique offers the ability to resolve individual compounds in complex samples which if left as a mixture can often adversely affect the MS detection process. Additionally, RPC is easily coupled to MS detection, especially through ESI methodologies.

Important considerations in this hyphenation are the volatility of the LC mobile phase and its additives as well as the LC flow rate into the MS. Since ESI involves a change from liquid to gas phase, it is important that all constituents are transferred efficiently
into the gas phase. This excludes the use of buffers such as phosphate. Also, efficient desolvation of gas phase ions can affect ion transfer and the process is governed by the LC flow into the ESI source, as described in the ionization section of this chapter. Finally, the incorporation of high concentrations of salt to the LC mobile phase, which may improve the chromatography i.e., efficiency or, in the case of EC-array facilitate electrochemical detection, can additionally suppress analyte ionization.

Some of the trends in HPLC that have made its coupling to mass spectrometry so successful are the use of capillary columns and trends toward miniaturization\(^56\). This is advantageous on both sides of the interface, as capillary LC leads to higher numbers of theoretical plates, and nESI leads to more sensitive MS detection. Chapters 2 and 4 of this manuscript deal with an alternative interface design that allows coupling of nESI with normal bore liquid chromatography columns\(^57-60\). This allows an analyst to benefit from the high mass loading, low cost, and the ruggedness of a larger bore column without sacrificing the sensitivity of MS detection and will be described in more detail in those chapters.

1.8 LC-MS and LC-EC-array Hyphenation

Two research chapters of this dissertation, Chapters 2 and 3, are dedicated to the coupling of LC-MS and LC-EC-array detection technologies into an online detection platform. There are pros and cons associated with both techniques, but pros such as MS’s ability to structurally characterize compounds in combination with the ability of EC-array to
directly quantify analytes without reference compounds, have the potential to yield a very powerful hyphenated analytical technology. The practical considerations for hyphenating these two methods are discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and the remainder of this section will provide an understanding behind why these techniques were initially combined as well as what kind of research opportunities their hyphenation has had a role in aiding.

Once different MS ionization methods were developed that could interface HPLC with MS it seemed a natural progression to couple the technologies together with other HPLC detectors such as UV and ECD. Techniques such as thermospray-MS and Fast atom bombardment-MS have been coupled to EC detection to study redox reactions and nonvolatile neutral analyte species with limited follow through apart from those few examples just cited. It was the implementation of ESI that yielded the most promise for hyphenating the two technologies.

In 1995, Zhou and Van Berkel published work based on coupling, in series, an ECD and a QIT MS equipped with an ESI source. In this work, the authors’ evaluated the use of this system to aid in the electrochemical ionization of neutral compounds, to study electrode reactions, and to provide anodic stripping voltammetry for enhanced trace element determination. From these experiments it became obvious that the online system, in series, provided a clean and efficient means to examine oxidation reactions. In this configuration, MS provides molecular weight information as well as fragmentations which can help elucidate oxidation product structure. The researchers went on to develop an ECD that is placed in the source of the ESI emitter tip to further facilitate the
combination of the two techniques by removing any unnecessary dead volume between the detectors, increasing efficiency. More recently the potential of the ECD-ESI/MS system to mimic oxidations catalyzed by cytochrome P450 enzymes as a means to study drug metabolism and reaction mechanisms was studied. Bruins et al. in 2000 used an online in series EC-ESI/MS to evaluate the dopamine agonist 2-(N-propyl-N-2-thienylethylamino)-5-hydroxytetralin. The group successfully mimicked previously reported N-dealkylation, however the oxidation of the phenol function was not fully observed since the compounds formed were immediately oxidized to the corresponding quinones. These results suggested the method to be an extremely valuable tool in the early phases of drug discovery since it can provide a rapid and easy way to research the metabolic stability of possible drug candidates.

Jurva and colleagues utilized a unique power of the EC-ESI/MS system by carrying out EC reactions on a semi-preparative scale as a means to produce oxidation products that are too reactive to survive in vivo, and then characterize these species by MS/MS, IR and NMR. Because the metabolites are created without the presence of biological nucleophiles, these very reactive metabolites remain un-conjugated and the addition of selected nucleophiles such as cysteine and glutathione can be done under a controlled environment to assess the conjugates formed. The results obtained from these studies were then successfully used to search for the conjugates in human liver microsomal (HLM) incubations, comparing the two different methods. The researchers provided a
unique and more streamlined opportunity to study reactive metabolites for risk assessment studies of new compound classes.

Lohmann and Karst\textsuperscript{75} then went on to compare HLM incubations of model compounds amodiaquine, amsacrine, and mitoxantrone to an ECD-ESI/MS system and a system that contained online coupling of horseradish peroxidase immobilized on magnetic microparticles with LC/ESI/MS. In the same manner as when the electrochemical cell was placed in line with the MS, the immobilized enzyme was used to mimic biological oxidization of the model compounds. The two LC/MS techniques proved to be valuable complementary methods since reactive quinine, quinine imine, and quinine diimine species could be detected directly instead of only after trapping with glutathione following HLM experiments. This example showed the ability of the in series EC-array-MS system to identify both reactive and stable metabolites in drug development.

Until now, we have been discussing the hyphenation of LC/MS and LC/ECD in series where the MS detects the EC altered compounds. It is also possible to place the two detectors in parallel, as a dual detection system placed post the LC chromatographic column. In this method, it is possible to exploit the profiling power of EC-array detection with the structural elucidating power of MS detection.

Gamache et al.\textsuperscript{76} were the first to describe the parallel coupling of these two detectors with a post column split ratio of 4:1 from 1 mL/min LC flow rate to the EC-array and MS detectors respectively. The concurrent detection showed several advantages in EC-array
multivariate profiling, including covering a more diverse chemical range due to the incorporation of the MS in addition to increasing the concentration range of endogenous metabolites. Furthermore, EC-Array facilitated more targeted interrogation of corresponding MS data. When combined, the qualitative information from both techniques was useful for data normalization, peak purity, and structural elucidation studies in rat urinary metabolite profiles associated with xenobiotic toxin exposure of the compounds maleic acid and chloroethanamine. The results obtained were in agreement with NMR based metabolomic studies.

Apart from this study, the research conducted in Chapters 2-5 of this dissertation are the only other examples of parallel EC-array and LC/MS detection. The parallel configuration in those chapters is similar to the one described by Gamache in that a post LC column split was utilized in order to couple the two detectors. However, our execution of this was quite different and will be explained in great detail in those sections.

1.9 LC-MS and flow-based NMR Hyphenation

The final two research chapters of this dissertation, Chapters 4 and 5, involve coupling an LC-MS system with a flow-based NMR system. There are many advantages, disadvantages and practical considerations that were factored into actually achieving the final platform that was used. These aspects of our specific LC-MS-NMR workflow are
discussed throughout Chapter 4. In this section a brief and basic introduction to LC-NMR and LC-MS online hyphenation will be discussed.

When establishing an LC-NMR system, several parameters need to be taken into account. The first is the necessity of using NMR compatible solvents. In conventional tube-based NMR analyses, the sample is diluted in a deuterated solvent, meaning that in an HPLC version the mobile phases should be made of deuterated solvents, creating a highly expensive analysis. One way to address this issue is by miniaturizing the HPLC system to a capillary system, requiring far less solvent to be used than your typical analysis. This miniaturization has additional benefits since lower flow rates mean smaller chromatography columns and since the column diameter dictates the peak volume of the eluting analyte, smaller columns produce more concentrated peaks. Also, the size of the NMR detection probe is scaled to a smaller volume, thereby increasing its overall mass sensitivity as well. Chapter 4 discusses the concept of NMR probe miniaturization in more detail, since the concept is utilized in those experiments. Also, normal HPLC solvents can be used, but not without complicated solvent suppression techniques which can often affect NMR detection at frequencies near those solvent peaks.

Another parameter to consider is LC gradient analysis, which is commonly implemented to create more efficient separations or yield shorter separation times. This LC method causes problems when hyphenated with NMR, due to the changes in solvent composition over the gradient. This results in changing chemical shifts and degrading the magnetic field homogeneity across the NMR coil as the solvent flows through. In order to
eliminate this problem, stop-flow NMR acquisition can be utilized. In this practice, the HPLC pump is turned off when the analyte in positioned inside the NMR probe, instead of acquiring NMR as the sample passes through (on-flow). Another advantage to this method is that, because the flow is stopped, a lesser amount of sample is generally required than when using on-flow techniques since more time can be spent acquiring the spectrum. Stop flow techniques are usually hyphenated with another non-destructive detection technique, like UV, to trigger the NMR to stop based on peak detection and a calibrated time delay between the two detectors. This analysis mode causes problems with chromatographic resolution due to sample diffusion when analytes are queued in the capillary tubing post chromatographic separation. The means to eliminate this problem are discussed in the introduction of Chapter 4.

When hyphenating LC-NMR with MS in an online platform the same parameters, as just discussed, must be considered again to best suit both detectors. Typically this dual detection mode is established by using a flow splitter to deliver the post-column LC eluent to both detectors. The majority of the flow is sent to the NMR because of its inherent lack of sensitivity in comparison to MS. Additionally, a time delay between the two detectors is calibrated. This is so that when a peak of interest is seen in the MS it could be programmed to stop the HPLC pump in order to acquire the corresponding NMR spectrum.

The problematic consideration for this hyphenation is the need for deuterated solvents in the NMR. As introduced in the LC-MS hyphenation section of this chapter, capillary LC
techniques, which require lower flow rates and less solvent consumption, are beneficial in ESI-MS studies allowing for the advantages of nESI to be utilized, as well as being advantageous to stop-flow NMR analyses. However, analytes with exchangeable protons can equilibrate with the deuterium in the mobile phase causing the generation of a complex molecular ion profile in their mass spectra, due to the random H/D exchange process. If non-deuterated solvents were to be used, then in the NMR signal the solvent peaks would be much larger than those due to the analyte and need to be suppressed. Again, the disadvantage of solvent suppression is the possible effect it can have on nearby analyte signals, causing a loss of structural information. Both of these solvent systems have been used successfully in drug metabolite identification studies\textsuperscript{80-82}.

For unknown compound structural elucidation, it can be extremely beneficial to obtain both MS and NMR data. The direct online coupling of these methods has proved to be relevant for many fields of academic and industrial research, including the identification of pharmaceutical degradation products\textsuperscript{83}, and drug metabolite identification\textsuperscript{80-82}. In addition to coupling the techniques together in an online system, researchers have also been using the two techniques off-line. This was done as a means to better optimize each detector. Sample concentration techniques such as solid phase extraction\textsuperscript{84} which is utilized in the commercially available Bruker BioSpin Metabolic Profiler as well as semi-preparative LC-MS\textsuperscript{85} or pre-concentration column trapping\textsuperscript{83} has been studied for off-line LC-MS-NMR detection platforms. In Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation, the benefit of this design will be discussed in detail and exploited in the areas of natural products research\textsuperscript{86} and DNA-adduct isomer characterization.
1.10 Conclusions

Several analytical techniques have been defined and described, in this introductory chapter, with focus in the context of their use and applicability in the remainder of the dissertation. These techniques have the ability to obtain information such as compound molecular structure, molecular weight, polarity, chromophore presence, and electrochemical response. When used together as hyphenated technologies, these techniques paint a more complete picture of the analytes being assayed.

It has been stated throughout the previous sections which methods will be utilized and described further in each research chapter. Chapters 2 and 3 include LC-MS and LC-EC-array detection methodologies. Chapter 2 involves the development of a novel parallel LC-MS-EC-array detection platform for metabolite identification studies, while Chapter 3 shows how online parallel hyphenation of LC-MS and LC-EC-array detection can aid in identifying unknown Sodium Phenyl Butyrate metabolites from Huntington’s disease patients being treated in a phase II clinical trial. Chapters 4 and 5 include LC-UV, LC-MS and microcoil NMR detection methodologies. Chapter 4 shows the development of a novel LC-MS microcoil-NMR detection platform and utilizes this platform to develop a streamlined approach to natural products research. Chapter 5 goes on to exploit the platform’s ability to analyze microgram to nanogram quantities of material in low abundance DNA-adduct isomer characterization studies.
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2.1 Introduction to Metabolomic Analyses

Metabolomics is considered a comprehensive study of metabolites, typically of molecular weight (MW) less than 1000 grams per mole, found in biological systems\(^1\). This basic definition spans quite a broad range of possible aims that can be perused in any metabolomics project, where researchers are trying to globally and comprehensively identify, characterize and determine the function of all molecules in a system. For example, in metabolomic profiling experiments, an entire biological system is generally compared to a control environment in order to assess small molecule changes and these system differences can be based on instances such as disease, disease state, medication, diet or numerous other environmental stresses. Additionally, any changes can be assessed by any number of molecular criteria such as polarity, via Liquid Chromatography (LC) analyses, to molecular structure via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experiments. Through these inclusive analyses, metabolomics researchers seek to aid comprehension of the important processes of an organism, organ system, cell type, cell, subcellular system and so on\(^2,3\). It is therefore understandable that the complexity of a given metabolite sample can be quite great, requiring the ability to analyze a large spectrum of compound class types over an ever greater dynamic range in concentration.

It is imperative to have analytical techniques available that can analyze a great range of classes and concentrations while present in biological matrices such as blood, plasma and urine. One can encounter a gamut of molecular species, from very polar to very hydrophobic, within the same sample. The most common means to cover large types of
compounds and eliminate any assay interferences from such complex matrices is by using hyphenated techniques and complementary instrumentation in parallel. Generally, a separation technique such as Solid Phase Extraction (SPE), LC, Gas Chromatography (GC), Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) and Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) is used before the employment of a sensitive detection technique such as mass spectrometry (MS), electrochemical or coulometric array detection (EC-array), NMR, Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) or Raman spectroscopies⁴, ⁵. In this research chapter, the techniques of LC-EC-array detection and LC-MS detection are combined in a novel parallel manner for the application to metabolomics type experiments. First, the aspects of combining the techniques will be discussed as a background for the experimental design.

2.2 HPLC-EC-array Metabolomics

HPLC coupled with electrochemical detection (EC) has proven to be a very sensitive technique for analyzing, profiling⁶ and quantifying redox-active compounds down to pM concentrations⁷, ⁸ while also having the ability to analyze more than 1000 metabolites in a given HPLC chromatographic run⁹, ¹⁰. In addition to being sensitive and highly precise¹¹-¹³, use of EC cells in an array (EC-array)¹⁴ allows differences in oxidation potentials to resolve co-eluting species, adding an element of specificity to the analysis. However, despite this high specificity, the inability to elucidate the structures of such species is a major limitation of the EC-array detection.
EC-array metabolomics profiling studies have been used to uniquely separate categories of lower motor neuron disease from controls\textsuperscript{15} and diagnosed Parkinson’s disease from control\textsuperscript{6} by using sophisticated statistical analysis methods such as principle component analyses. However, the strongest discriminating compounds, creating the important statistical difference between the groups, are often structurally unknown. One way to overcome this limitation is via the parallel coupling of EC-array with MS detection\textsuperscript{16-19}.

2.3 HPLC-EC-array-MS Hyphenation

The effective coupling of these two complementary detectors requires the consideration of several analysis parameters. For example, the redox activity of a compound is not only dependent on its chemical class and structure but also the conditions under which it is being assayed. Solvent properties such as pH and supporting electrolyte (ideally > 20 mM Buffer) as well as LC flow rate need to be optimized for simultaneous EC-array and MS detection without compromising their respective sensitivities\textsuperscript{20}. The high concentration salt buffers typically employed in EC-array analysis are detrimental to ESI-MS analysis, creating analyte adducts and causing ion suppression often rendering analytes of interest undetectable\textsuperscript{21}. Nanospray-ESI-MS (flow rates <200-300 nL/min) has been proposed as an alternative method to overcome many of the MS problems discussed as it has been proven to increase ionization, desolvation, and ion-transfer efficiency over ESI conducted at higher flow rates\textsuperscript{20} while also decreasing ion suppression due to matrix effects\textsuperscript{21}.
The low flow rate of nanoESI experiments, although beneficial to MS analysis, is in sharp contrast to HPLC-EC-array which is normally operated in combination with normal bore (4.6 mm i.d.) columns and in a flow regime of the order of 1mL/min\textsuperscript{22, 23}. As a result, although coupling nanospray ESI-MS with EC-array detection appears to be a logical approach for global metabolomics analyses, several obstacles have to be overcome. In particular, appropriate adjustment of mobile phase composition and flow conditions need to be considered so as to maintain the chromatographic integrity of the dual detection system while also maintaining optimal performance of each detector.

In view of the aforementioned mismatch in the detection requirements of MS and EC-array, it is advantageous to design a flow splitting interface that would accommodate the integration of the two detectors into a common HPLC system. The nanoSplitter interface, developed previously in our laboratory and which delivers a very small fraction (< 0.1%) of the HPLC effluent into the MS via a concentric split design, has demonstrated significant improvements in MS sensitivity when compared to a conventional LC-ESI-MS system for both \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} metabolism studies\textsuperscript{24}. These improvements ranged from 1.8- to 40-fold increases in analyte peak area, dependent on analyte and gradient elution profile. The most significant improvements were demonstrated by polar analytes, eluting under high aqueous conditions\textsuperscript{25}. Also, and most important for incorporating EC-array with nanospray-ESI-MS, the nanoSplitter allows for the use of large bore HPLC columns and high flow rates, while also having the ability to take advantage of the sensitivity of nanospray-ESI-MS.
2.4 Project Goals

In the following chapter, a novel approach to the parallel coupling of normal bore HPLC with EC-array and nanospray ESI-MS based on the use of a nanoSplitting interface is presented. Through the experiments performed, it is shown that both detectors are utilized at their optimal detection mode for this parallel configuration while also maintaining the full chromatographic integrity of the system. Additionally, the system’s ability to identify unknown metabolites in biological samples is shown and discussed.

2.5 Materials and Methods

**LC-EC-array-MS instrumentation**

Gradient LC-MS analyses were performed using an Agilent 1100 binary HPLC pump (Wilmington, DE) and an ESA model 6210 CoulArray detector (Bedford, MA) equipped with 4 electrochemical cells coupled on-line to either a ThermoFinnigan TSQ700 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer or LCQ classic ion trap MS (San Jose, CA). Metabolite mixtures, for system establishment, were separated on a 4.6 mm x 150 mm LC column (Agilent Zorbax C\textsubscript{18} SB\textsubscript{aq}, 3.5 µm, Wilmington, DE), Huntington’s Disease (HD) patient samples were separated on a 4.6 x 250 mm Atlantis© T3 5 µm HPLC column (Waters, Milford, MA). In order to achieve nanoflow conditions into the mass spectrometer, an in-house concentric nanoSplitting device was used and has been described elsewhere in detail\textsuperscript{21, 24}. The flow rate through the LC column was held at 1.0 mL/min and then split post-column, using a conventional T split providing 0.8 mL/min to the CoulArray, and 0.2 mL/min to the nanoSplitter where the MS flow was split again and 300 nL/min
entered the mass spectrometer. Flow rates into the MS were determined at 50% of the gradient flow with the voltage disconnected from the nanoSplitter. A stopwatch and a glass microcapillary scored in 1 µL increments were used to determine the amount of LC flow out of the tip at a given time period.

**Plasma extracts preparation:**

A 9 mL plasma sample was precipitated with 9 mL Acetonitrile (ACN)/0.4% Glacial Acetic Acid at –80°C, vortexed for 20 sec, and centrifuged for 30 min/12000 g at –2°C. The supernatant was transferred and aspirated to dryness under vacuum in a CentriVap & Concentrator (Labconco). The dry precipitate was dissolved in 200µL of mobile phase A (2% ACN 25 mM ammonium formate (pH 3.1)). An aliquot (24.5 µL) of each sample was injected manually into the HPLC system.

**Mass spectrometry and HPLC conditions on extracts:**

Solvent A was 2% ACN 25 mM ammonium formate (pH 3.1), and solvent B was 80 % ACN 25 mM ammonium formate 0.3 % formic acid with gradient conditions as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%B</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-85%</td>
<td>25 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25.01 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mass spectrometric conditions on the triple quadrupole MS were as follows: Full scan mass spectra acquired in the positive mode with Q1 scanning the range from $m/z$ 125 to 500, a total scan time of 0.5 second and the electron multiplier set to 1080 volts. SRM transitions of standard metabolite solutions of, dopamine, tyramine, kynuerine, methoxytyramine, guanosine, tryptophan, tryptophol and melatonin, were determined by infusion of 1 µg/ml concentration of analyte into the nanosplitter at 15 µl/min using a syringe pump and further split to 300 nL/min being delivered to the MS. The MS was then operated in product ion scanning mode, where Q1 was used to isolate the ion of interest, Q2 was used as a collision cell and Q3 scanned between $m/z$ 100 and 300. Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) analyses were done using an ICL program written to adjust the SRM transition monitored based on the scan time of the instrument and the elution time of each analyte so each SRM was monitored individually during a given scan window. All SRMs used a total scan time of 0.4 seconds with varied collision voltages depending on analyte chemical composition and the electron multiplier set to 1300 volts. For all MS analyses, the capillary temperature was set to 190°C and the capillary voltage was held at 2.5 kilovolts. No sheath gas was used due to the low flow rate.

Collaborations for LC-EC-array profiling and HD patient samples

The next two sections were done in collaboration with Dr. Wayne Matson’s laboratory in the Department of Systems Biochemistry, Bedford VA Medical Center, Bedford, MA. The patient samples were acquired from Dr. Steven Hersch from the Department of Neurology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Charlestown, MA, who has been conducting the phase II SPB patient trial.
Phenyl Butyrate Patient sample preparation and LC-EC-array profiling conditions:
250 µL of plasma from stage II Huntington’s disease patients administered the drug phenyl butyrate was precipitated with 1 mL ACN/0.4% Glacial Acetic Acid, vortexed for 20 sec, and centrifuged for 30 min/12000 g at –2°C. The supernatant was transferred and evaporated to dryness under vacuum in CentriVap & Concentrator (Labconco). The dry precipitate was dissolved in 100 µL of mobile phase A. An ESA model 5240 system equipped with 12 EC-array cells, a UV cell and a fluorescence cell was used to screen the samples. Each analysis proceeded from 0-55% ACN with 100 mM lithium phosphate in a linear 35 minute gradient.

Preparation of plasma fractions for LC-EC-array-MS metabolite identification:
4 mL of plasma from patients receiving the therapeutic drug Sodium Phenyl Butyrate was precipitated with 16 mL ACN/0.4% Glacial Acetic Acid, vortexed for 20 sec, and centrifuged for 30 min/12000 g at –2°C. The supernatant was transferred and evaporated to dryness under vacuum in CentriVap & Concentrator (Labconco). The dry precipitate was dissolved in 300 µL of deionized water and SPE was preformed using a 500 mg C18 SPE column (Diazan). The SPE column was eluted with 1 mL of dionized water, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 100 % ACN. 1 mL fractions were collected and subsequently evaporated to 100 µL of sample. Fractions were diluted in a 1:1 ratio with HPLC grade water prior to nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS analysis.
Sodium Phenyl Butyrate Plasma Sample LC-EC-array-MS Instrumentation:
Analyses were conducted using a Waters 717 plus autosampler (Milford, MA), an Agilent 1100 binary HPLC pump (Wilmington, DE) and an ESA model 5240 CoulArray detector (Bedford, MA) equipped with 4 electrochemical cells all coupled on-line to a ThermoFinnigan LCQ classic Ion Trap mass spectrometer (San Jose, CA). Separations were conducted on a 4.6 x 250 mm Atlantis® T3 5 µm HPLC column (Waters, Milford, MA). HPLC flow was split between the two detectors and calibrated into the MS in the same manner as described in the previous section.

Sodium Phenyl Butyrate Plasma Sample Mass Spectrometry and HPLC Conditions:
Solvent A was 2% ACN 25 mM ammonium formate (pH 3.1), and solvent B was 80 % ACN 25 mM ammonium formate 0.3 % formic acid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%B</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-100%</td>
<td>35 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>35.01 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mass spectrometric conditions on the quadrupole ion trap were as follows: Full scan mass spectra were acquired using data dependent fragmentation in the negative ion mode. The mass spectrometer was tuned and optimized in negative ion mode using a solution of 2-hydroxyphenyl acetic acid. Ions were sampled into the mass spectrometer at a maximum injection time of 300 ms. The first scan event was operated in full scan mode
ranging from 100 to 500 Da. The second scan event was set as an MS/MS dependent scan on ions with an intensity minimum of $1 \times 10^4$, using relative collision energy set to 40% and isolation width of 4 Da. The capillary temperature was set to 190°C and the voltage was held at 2.0 kilovolts. No sheath gas was used due to the low flow rate.

2.6 Results and Discussion

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the integrated nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS detection system. The system consists of a binary HPLC pump connected to a large bore, 4.6 mm ID, column followed by a zero dead volume T union used to split the flow 80:20 to the EC-array and nanoSplitter respectively. The nanoSplitter expanded view in Figure 2.1 illustrates how the remaining 200 µL/min of liquid is split concentrically down to 285 nL/min of eluent delivered to the mass spectrometer. As noted earlier, it is important that there is a reproducible agreement of retention times between the EC-array and MS in order to confidently identify analytes between both instruments. In addition, chromatographic integrity must be retained for the most favorable evaluation of metabolites in solution and optimization of both detection techniques. Although, it has been demonstrated previously that on-line incorporation of an LC-EC-array with MS is possible\textsuperscript{16}, the high flow rates necessary for the EC-array analysis compromise the MS detection and performing aggressive splits on a 1 mL/min solution to submicroliter flow rates will irrevocably destroy the chromatography leading to diffusion of analytes, shifts in retention and poor nanoelectrospray-ESI-MS analysis.
Evaluation of System Performance

i. Chromatography
In order to establish the utility of the integrated nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array -MS detection system several parameters concerning chromatographic integrity, such as retention time and peak width at half height were compared and contrasted. A solution of the neurotransmitter dopamine (DA), MW = 153, and its metabolite 3-methoxytyramine (3MT), MW = 167, were assayed using MRM scanning as described in the materials and methods section. The spectra of both molecules showed an abundance ion of \([M+H-17]^+\), therefore, the transitions \(m/z\) 154 \(\rightarrow\) 137 and \(m/z\) 168 \(\rightarrow\) 151 were monitored for DA and 3-MT, respectively. These two molecules were chosen for analysis because of their different chromatographic retentions, their relation to each other in terms of metabolism and their strong EC-array as well as MS responses.
Figure 2.2 The top panel shows an MRM TIC and the bottom an EC-array chromatogram for the analysis of a 20 µg/ml mixture of dopamine and its metabolite methoxytyramine.

Table 2.1 details the three chromatographic properties evaluated, showing comparisons between EC-array and MS for both analytes. Both detectors showed reproducible run to run retention times with RSDs less than 2% and those RSDs remained less than 2% when the retention times were compared between the detectors. Assurance of identical analyte retention times allows for accurate identification of compounds between both detectors which is especially useful in the analysis of unknown peaks. Additionally, as seen through the comparison of peak width at half height the chromatographic efficiency is
maintained through the entire system. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.2 which compares the EC-array and MS (MRM) chromatograms of DA and 3-MT. Comparisons of these chromatographic values verify that through two aggressive splits there is limited sample diffusion and well maintained separation efficiency essential for accurate analysis. These results prove the efficiency of the dual detection system for analyte comparison between detectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Amt Inj (ng)</th>
<th>pg to MS</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>Peak width</th>
<th>Signal to Noise</th>
<th>ng to CA</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>Peak width</th>
<th>Signal to Noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%RSD</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Amt Inj (ng)</th>
<th>pg to MS</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>Peak width</th>
<th>Signal to Noise</th>
<th>ng to CA</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>Peak width</th>
<th>Signal to Noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methoxytyramine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%RSD</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 The top block compares the chromatographic parameters of retention time, peak width at half height as well as signal to noise values for both the MS and EC-array detector over 5 concentrations of dopamine. The bottom block does the same for the dopamine metabolite methoxytyramine.

**ii. EC-array and MS Detector Comparison**

The general utility of the integrated nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS detection system is also dependent on identifying the relative responses of the two detectors under the flow split conditions used. Due to the variety of compounds and concentrations commonly found in a given metabolomics sample, it is often difficult to match limits of detection throughout chemical classes of compounds. However, if the two detectors are to be used
in a complementary fashion, it is important to identify their respective sensitivities under the system’s flow split conditions in order to use the data in a comprehensive manner.

The model compounds DA and 3-MT were used again in order to compare the limits of detection of the integrated nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system. As indicated in Table 2.1, the assay is more sensitive for the neurotransmitter DA, detecting reproducibly down to 25 ng/ml which translates to 0.625 ng of material on column of which 0.13 pg and 500 pg are delivered to the MS and EC-array respectively. These mass delivery numbers reflect the initial 80% of the sample diverted to the EC-array after the first split and the eventual mass transferred to the MS via the nanoSplitter. Although, it is commonly found that the EC-array is more sensitive than the MS, in this instance, when splitting the HPLC flow in the manner done here it is found that both detectors reproducibly detect down to a concentration of 25 ng/ml with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3. In this case the MS, while analyzing the same concentration of sample, actually detected 3 orders of magnitude less sample mass than the EC-array.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, for both DA and 3-MT the relative limit of detection observed between both the EC-array and MS detectors was for the same sample concentration injected, although differing amounts of material were delivered to both detectors. It is important that the same sample concentration was observed for each detector in order to ensure their compatibility while working in parallel mode. It is understandable that the MS detected a lesser amount of material than the EC-array in this study due to the samples being analyzed by MRM, the most sensitive and selective triple
quadrupole scanning mode. Also, the mobile phase composition such as pH and ionic strength has a great effect on performance of the EC-array. The mobile phase make-up is a compromise of salt concentrations that would allow the EC-array to work efficiently without completely destroying the MS signal.

It has been reported by Alvarez et al., that both DA and 3-MT could be detected down to the low pg level using EC-array\textsuperscript{36}. However, these detection limits were achieved by using a mobile phase consisting of 25 mM potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 0.4 mM heptane sulphonylic acid and 50 mM EDTA and adjusted to pH 2.5 with 85% phosphoric acid. Under those conditions, the MS would not be able to detect any analytes of interest, even while operating under nanospray conditions. Thus, we are recognizing that the optimal conditions for each individual detector may be different; the LC-EC-array-MS platform described here provides optimal performance conditions when used in parallel.

It is important to remember that although lower level detection are reported for DA and 3-MT from using EC-array or MS alone, these are using only one detection source where the conditions can be optimized based on those specific analytes and experimental environments.

\textit{iii. Quantification using EC-array}

A definitive advantage of EC-array detection is its ability to use Faraday’s law to directly quantify the amount of material being oxidized or reduced without the need of internal standards or response factors\textsuperscript{14}. In EC-array detection, a porous graphite working
electrode is used where 100% of the LC effluent is passed through and subsequently, 100% of each analyte is oxidized when monitored at its optimal oxidation potential. Faraday’s Law, \( Q = nFN \), can then be applied.

Where \( Q \) is the amount of charge transferred in the reaction equal to the integrated area under a chromatographic peak, \( n \) is the number electrons transferred in the reaction and is unique to each analyte, \( F \) is faraday’s constant of 96,500 C and \( N \) is the number of moles of analyte oxidized.

Faraday’s law was applied to calculate the amount of DA and 3-MT oxidized by the EC-array in the integrated system and compared to the amount of DA and 3-MT that was actually delivered to the EC-array for analysis. At the concentration of 25 ng/ml, 625 pg of each was injected on column and 80% or 500 pg were directed to the EC-array. The EC-array was set to potentials 650, 700, 750 and 800 mV for cells 1 through 4 respectively. The highest oxidation potential for DA was observed at 650 mV and for 3-MT was at 800 mV. The oxidation of DA is a two electron transfer process, therefore \( n = 2 \), and at 25 ng/ml and 650 mV it was found through integration of the DA peak that 540 nC of charge was transferred. Applying Faraday’s law, 430 pg of DA was calculated as being oxidized. For 3-MT at the same concentration, 285 nC of charge was transferred in the one electron oxidation process, equating to 496 pg.

The values calculated were within 15% of the theoretical amount delivered to the detector without the need for an internal standard or calibration plot. This aspect is very useful, especially in comparison to mass spectrometry where stable labeled internal standards are
needed for quantitative analyses. Direct quantification can then be done using the EC-array free of internal standards and without compromising the identification and characterization properties of nanoelectrospray MS.

*iv. Analysis in a Biological Matrix*

As discussed in the introduction, detection systems in metabolomic analysis should be able to cover different classes of chemical compounds encountered in blood, plasma, urine etc. over a range of concentrations. Thus, in order to determine the general applicability of the dual EC-array-MS detection system, an eight compound mixture representative of the diversity typically encountered in such physiological systems was analyzed both in neat solution and a plasma matrix. These specific analytes were selected due to their differences in chromatographic retention, their strong EC-array and MS responses, as well as their penchant for being found in urine and plasma samples.

After obtaining the product ion spectra for each of the eight compounds, eight SRM transitions were identified for selective monitoring of the analytes. Next, by comparing retention times from our preliminary nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS analysis where the MS was run in full scan in parallel with the EC-array, the elution times of the compounds were determined. This information was then used to write a UNIX system based ICL program that allowed the MS to monitor a specific SRM transition with collision energies optimized for each analyte over a given time period measured in MS scan events.
Table 2.2 summarizes some key parameters for the analysis of the 8 metabolites including molecular weights, SRM transition monitored, and retention times as detected by EC-array and MS. Actual LC-EC-array-MS chromatograms of the mixture at a concentration of 250 ng/ml both neat solution and spiked into plasma matrix following protein precipitation are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. As with the previous two-component mixture of DA and 3-MT, it is significant to note the excellent reproducibility in MS and EC-array retention times of all compounds both in the neat solution and the plasma sample. Through a comparison of analyte retention times and signals observed, it is evident that, in the spiked plasma sample EC-array chromatogram (Figure 2.4) several new and, often, co-eluting peaks can be monitored. At a retention time of 4.45 minutes and potential of 800 mV a large peak, not present in the neat solution is observed. This peak, only evident in the matrix sample, distorts the Tyramine (RT 4.3 min) EC-array
signal while its MS signal remains essentially constant. Presumably, the use of nanospray ESI and the selectivity associated with the SRM scanning mode of the MS, results in minimal matrix effects on the analyte signals when monitored by MS as opposed to by EC-array.

Figure 2.3 The top panel shows an MRM TIC chromatogram and the bottom panel an EC-array chromatogram, for the analysis of 250 ng/ml mixture (6.25 ng injected on column) of 8 metabolites in neat solution. The MS MRM chromatogram shows detection of all 8 metabolites, where the EC-array chromatogram only shows 7, due to guanosine (MS Retention time 7.99 minutes) requiring a much larger potential in order to yield an oxidation response.
The effects of the plasma matrix on both the EC-array and MS detectors were examined. The eight-metabolite mixture was analyzed both neat and in plasma over four concentrations (250, 125, 62 and 31 ng/mL), the lowest of which is close to the MS limit of detection (S/N = 3) determined for DA (RT 3.22 min) in neat solution of 25 ng/mL. The effects of the plasma matrix on both the EC-array and MS detectors were examined.
by comparing the absolute signal area observed for the 8 analytes in neat and plasma solution and are summarized in Table 2.3. It should be noted that limited sample preparation was done concerning the plasma samples. Merely a protein precipitation was performed before spiking the analytes and conducting the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Amt Inj (ng)</th>
<th>Neat Solution</th>
<th>Plasma Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MS (nM)</td>
<td>%RSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2462</td>
<td>27.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2528</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>5577</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>11087</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyramine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>60526</td>
<td>28.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>123486</td>
<td>11.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>14500</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>321510</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kynurenine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>27.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>4345</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>8673</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>23372</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoxytyramine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>5504</td>
<td>19.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>9508</td>
<td>13.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>14310</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>28196</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanosine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>9672</td>
<td>18.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>19656</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>37243</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>63202</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>4321</td>
<td>17.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>9797</td>
<td>9.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>19690</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>38227</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3373</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3626</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>27706</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melatonin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3407</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>7647</td>
<td>23.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>12365</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>25684</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 Comparison of 4 concentrations of the 8 metabolites simultaneously analyzed via MRM and EC-array both in neat solution and a plasma matrix. MS and EC-array area values are from manual integration of each analyte peak.

The results in Table 2.3 show good reproducibility in MS response at all concentrations for both the neat and plasma samples with % RSD values generally below 30% and, as expected, lower variance in the analysis of the neat solutions. Moreover, as indicated in the bar graphs of Figure 2.5, with the sole exception of tryptophan which is a major constituent of plasma as indicated in the plasma blank (Figure 2.7), the MS response for
all analytes at a given concentration remained constant between the neat solutions and the plasma samples. A similar trend was also observed with the EC-array detection (Figure 2.6) except that, in addition to tryptophan a significant signal increase was observed for DA (RT 3.27 minutes) when spiked into plasma.

Figure 2.5 Bar graphs represent a comparison of analyte MS signals in both neat and plasma solution for the concentrations 31 ng/ml and 62 ng/ml. Y error bars are for 3 replicates of each concentration. Tryptophan shows a statistically significant difference between the signals observed in neat and plasma solutions.
Figure 2.6 Bar graphs represent a comparison of analyte EC-array signals in both neat and plasma solution for the concentrations 31 ng/ml and 62 ng/ml. Y error bars are for 3 replicates of each concentration. Both Dopamine and Tryptophan show a statistically significant difference between the signals observed in neat and plasma solutions.

A peak of interest eluting in the EC-array chromatogram of the plasma blank (Figure 2.7) at 3.27 minutes, shows a maximum oxidation peak at 950 mV as opposed to in Figure 2.3 where the maximum oxidation for DA in neat solution was observed at 800 mV. This oxidation profile difference suggests DA is not being observed in the plasma sample but a co-eluting species may be contributing to the increased EC-array signal for DA when spiked into the plasma matrix.
Figure 2.7 The top panel shows an MRM TIC chromatogram and the bottom panel an EC-array chromatogram, for the analysis of a plasma blank. An intense peak at 8.99 minutes is observed in each chromatogram indicating tryptophan is present in the blank. The peak at 3.27 minutes elutes at the same time as dopamine, although with a different oxidation profile. These matrix peaks in the EC-array interfere with the signals from spiked analytes, making accurate identifications complicated without MS.

From this experiment, it is obvious that a biological sample with limited cleanup can be accurately assayed using the nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system without concern for biological matrix effects. The retention times, chromatography and absolute analyte area signals for each metabolite either remained constant throughout the analysis between
neat solutions and plasma or any variations observed (e.g., tryptophan or dopamine) can be fully accounted for by having two detected in parallel.

Identification of Unknown Sodium Phenylbutyrate Metabolites

Following confirmation of the efficiency of the nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS platform, we examined next its practical utility toward the identification of unknown metabolites of the pro-drug sodium phenylbutyrate (SPB) in patient plasma. SPB is known to be highly effective for the treatment of patients with hyperammonemia\textsuperscript{27-29}, as well as showing promise in the treatment of cystic fibrosis\textsuperscript{30, 31}, sickle-cell anemia\textsuperscript{32} and thalassemia. Its clinical effectiveness, however, is limited by known occasions of toxicity from bodily metabolism of the drug\textsuperscript{33, 34}. It is currently being investigated for treatment of Huntington’s disease (HD) patients and undergoing patient tolerability and efficacy trials.

An initial patient plasma screening, where possible metabolites were identified, was performed and optimized using a 12 channel HPLC-EC-array system. Baseline patient plasma, prior to SPB treatment, and plasma taken post SPB treatment were compared to detect profile changes between the patient time points. These analysis conditions were not directly compatible with the nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system. Consequently, fraction collection and analysis conditions for evaluation of compounds identified as sodium phenyl butyrate metabolites had to be transferred to an MS compatible formate buffer system. Patient plasma underwent the same protein
precipitation for LC-EC-array-MS analysis, but, then was subjected to SPE fraction collection using the MS compatible elution solvents of water and ACN. The metabolite peaks, indicated in Figure 2.8, were collected in the 30% ACN SPE elution fraction isolated from patient plasma and were then analyzed using the integrated nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system. The EC-array was held at potentials of 700, 800, 900 and 1000 mV respectively and the LCQ ion trap MS was operated in negative ion detection mode using data dependent full scans.

Figure 2.8 The top panel represents HD patient plasma prior to SPB administration. The bottom panel is HD patient serum at the patient’s 6th visit to be administered SPB. Several changes in the chromatograms are evident; however, indicated is the metabolite area collected in the 30% SPE fractionation and the SPB parent drug peak. Both chromatograms were acquired on a 12 channel EC-array system equipped with UV and fluorescence detection.
Figure 2.9 is an LC-EC-array-MS chromatogram where the bottom panel shows that at 800mV the LC-EC-array detected three distinct peaks occurring at retention times of 17.0, 18.3 and 19.3 minutes. These retention times coincide with the extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) of three molecular species of m/z 179, presumably isomeric [M-H]$^-$ ions, shown in the top panel of Figure 2.9. The matching retention times confirm that the peaks monitored in the MS are indeed the metabolites detected by the LC-EC-array detector. In addition to the aforementioned three isomers, the XIC of a fourth compound with molecular mass of m/z 339 ([M-H]$^-$) not detected by EC-array was observed by the MS detector at 18.4 minutes. The MS/MS spectra of the major isomeric metabolite of m/z 179 and that of the m/z 339 ion are presented in Figures 2.10A and B respectively.

![Figure 2.9](image-url)

Figure 2.9 The top panel shows a full scan MS chromatogram, as well as two extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) for m/z 339 and m/z 179 corresponding to the metabolite masses observed in the 30% fraction. The bottom panel shows the EC-array chromatogram from the analysis with a large peak at 800 mV and 18.4 minutes. Two smaller EC-array peaks, representing isomers of the m/z 179 ion are also observed. The inset shows a water blank analysis with the same TIC and XIC chromatograms.
The 179 Da mass of the [M-H] ion of the three isomeric metabolites, shown in Figure 2.10A, represents a 16 Da increment over that of the parent drug and is consistent with a hydroxylation, presumably at the aromatic ring of the compound. This ring hydroxylation is further supported by the EC-array signal since the group is more readily oxidized when connected to an aromatic moiety. The MS/MS spectra also confirm this assignment although in the absence of reference compounds it is difficult to distinguish among the different isomers through MS fragmentations alone. Analysis of hydroxyphenylacetic
acid isomers, using the LC-EC-array-MS integrated system, proved the isomer elution order to be para-, ortho-, and meta-hydroxy substituted phenylacetic acid compounds respectively when using the same method as the HD patient samples (data not shown). This finding allows more insight to be gained from the hydroxyphenylbutyric acid metabolites identified, since the EC-array data complied shows a considerable amount of the 2-hydroxyphenylbutyric acid metabolite in comparison to the other two isomers.

In Figure 2.10B the MS/MS spectrum of the compound eluting at 18.4 minutes (m/z 339 [M-H]), shows an abundant fragment ion of m/z 163, strongly suggesting the presence of a SPB moiety in the molecule. The inset in the figure shows the MS/MS spectrum of the m/z 339 ion and its subsequent fragments of m/z 193, 175, 163 and 113. This fragmentation pattern may be explained by the presence of a glucuronide metabolite as shown. This assignment is further supported by the data of Brungraber et al., who recently reported on the formation of a phenylbutyryl-β-glucuronate metabolite indirectly by incubating SPB patient urine with β-glucuronidase and monitoring the increase in SPB concentration\textsuperscript{35}. Their experiment indicated the probable formation of the phenylbutyryl-β-glucuronate metabolite of SPB along with several other secondary SPB metabolites in both humans and rats. The proposed glucuronide metabolite structure also explains the absence of any distinguishable EC-array signal at 18.4 minutes since its functional groups are not expected to be oxidized at the voltages employed.

It should also be pointed out that the elution range of \textit{ca.} 16-20 minutes for the four metabolites in Figure 2.9 is earlier than that of the parent drug, which was observed at
20.74 minutes when translated to the formate buffer system, as shown in Figure 2.11. This behavior is consistent with the more polar character of these metabolites compared to the SPB pro-drug and further supports the structural assignments. The ability to confidently compare signals between detectors for unknown peaks greatly facilitated the possible structural identification of unknown SPB metabolites. Additionally, MS can be utilized to find metabolites that are not EC active, adding an additional dimension to the analysis. This experiment clearly demonstrates the utility of the nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array-MS system for metabolite identification in biological matrices.

Figure 2.11 LC-MS-EC-array analysis of SPB drug standard with the bottom panel showing the full MS spectrum for the peak at RT 20.74 minutes. The inset in the bottom panel shows the MS/MS fragmentation of standard.
2.7 Conclusions

An objective in any ‘omics inspired research is to identify and characterize any change in biological make-up as a result of disease, xenobiotic exposure that can cause disease\textsuperscript{36} or drug metabolism. Once these changes are identified and characterized they can potentially be used as biomarkers to track disease or drug efficacy and progression. HPLC in combination with EC-array detection has been shown to be highly effective in metabolite profiling and screening of urine\textsuperscript{37} and plasma\textsuperscript{6, 38} matrices requiring minimal or even no sample cleanup\textsuperscript{39}. Sophisticated pattern recognition software can then be used to identify significant variations in the profiles and locate potential biomarkers for both the diagnosis of disease as well as monitoring disease progression\textsuperscript{6}. Additionally, the sensitivity of EC-array is often times unrivaled in low level analyte detection\textsuperscript{11-13}. Despite these significant features, a fundamental drawback of the technique is the inability to generate definitive structural information on these markers, especially when dealing with unknown compounds. The parallel use of mass spectrometry with EC-array detection can address this problem.

A previous HPLC-EC-array-MS parallel combination has been shown to compromise the performance of the MS detector with high flow rates and biological matrix effects\textsuperscript{16}. The platform discussed here permits operation of the MS under optimal nanoelectrospray conditions while also maintaining full chromatographic integrity and, essentially perfect correspondence of band retention times between the two detectors. The nanoSplitter’s ability to use a large bore high flow rate HPLC in a nanoelectrospray-MS analysis also
allows the direct coupling of this technique to the sensitive EC-array technology. The novel approach to the utilization of these two techniques allows us to capitalize on the sensitivities of both detectors for metabolomics studies for both targeted analysis and unknown metabolite identification and characterization. The results presented clearly show the utility of the combined detection system to simultaneously monitor several metabolites both in and out of a biological matrix reproducibly and down to levels commonly found in biological samples. Also, the system’s ability to detect and structurally identify unknown compounds in a real biological sample has been clearly demonstrated. This proof of concept was established using a basic 4 cell EC-array system with limited ability to discern between varying oxidation potentials. Significant improvement in the overall nanoelectrospray LC-EC-array system would be possible by incorporation of a complete 16 cell EC-array system where the full advantage of EC-array’s powerful selectivity could be realized.
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3.1 Introduction to Huntington’s Disease (HD)

Huntington's disease (HD) is an inherited neurodegenerative disorder characterized by motor and psychiatric dysfunction such as choreic movements and dementia, with symptomatic onset occurring typically between 30 and 50 years of age\(^1\). HD is caused by the expansion of an unstable CAG trinucleotide repeat located in the Huntington gene of affected individuals. This repeat transcribes a polyglutamine chain near the N-terminus of the huntingtin protein, and puts HD in the broader category of polyglutamine diseases. Polyglutamine chains longer than 36 glutamines result in a toxic, mutant form of the huntingtin protein and cause those individuals to invariably develop HD. Mutant huntingtin has been shown to disrupt activator-dependent transcription in the early stages of HD pathogenesis\(^2\). Additionally, transcriptional deregulation and functional loss of transcriptional co-activator proteins have been implicated in pathogenesis of HD\(^3, 4\) and lead to neuronal loss and gliosis, particularly in the cortex and striatum regions of the HD patient brain\(^5\).

Although there is no cure for HD, progress has been made in slowing the rate of neurodegeneration as well as reducing or alleviating disease symptoms in genetic animal models. Studies done in cell culture, yeast, and Drosophila models of polyglutamine disease have shown that histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors might provide a useful class of therapeutic agents for HD due to histone acetylation being associated with gene transcription\(^6-10\). Steffan and colleagues have shown that fragments of the mutant huntingtin protein interact with CREB-binding protein, decreasing the acetylation of
histone 4, and when a transgenic drosophila model containing this protein-protein interaction was treated with a HDAC inhibitor, showing a decrease in degeneration and early adult death. These results suggest that reduced acetylase transferase activity may be an important component to polyglutamine disease pathogenesis. Thus, HDAC inhibitors may possibly be used to lessen the transcriptional changes in HD.

3.2 Introduction to Sodium Phenylbutyrate Treatment and Metabolic Analyses

Sodium phenylbutyrate (SPB) has been explored as a HDAC inhibitor in clinical trials for cytostatic antineoplastic agents and showed the ability to potentiate the effect of cytotoxic agents on tumors. SPB treatment has been promising due to its limited side effects in both phase I and phase II clinical trials, as well as its use in treating patients for urea cycle disorders, sickle cell anemia, thalassemia minor, as well as cystic fibrosis. This evidence, in addition to recent findings suggesting that the global reduction of HDAC activity slows the rate of neurodegeneration in in vivo models of HD, advocated SPB as a therapeutic agent for HD.

To understand of mechanisms of SPB drug action and possible individual specific side effects in HD it is essential to identify the structures of metabolites present in both HD patient urine and plasma samples. Using both direct and indirect methods, studies have been performed identifying the metabolites of SPB in both human plasma and urine. Also research has been conducted exploring the possible biochemical pathways SPB could take in the body. Literature data suggests that different disorders may have
different patterns of SPB metabolites. Recent studies using SPB as a therapeutic agent in for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) with the same LCECA/UV/F analytical protocol employed in this work also suggest different patterns of metabolites between ALS and HD\textsuperscript{20}. Therefore, although certain SPB metabolites have been identified in patients after SPB administration, it does not necessarily predict the path of SPB metabolism in HD patient therapy.

Previous techniques used to characterize SPB metabolites in urine included Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) in addition to Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) analyses to further confirm several suspected metabolites\textsuperscript{18, 19}. Although these techniques have been able to identify unknown metabolites, they require either large amounts of analyte – µg to mg of material as in the case of NMR– or volatile analytes and complicated derivatization as with GC/MS. Additionally, in the studies cited it is clear that greater than 38% of metabolites in humans have yet to be identified and characterized.

3.3 LC-EC-array-MS Platform for SPB Metabolite Identification

In the previous chapter we demonstrated the use of parallel liquid chromatography electrochemical array with nanoelectrospray mass spectrometry (LC-EC-array-MS) to identify several SPB metabolites in plasma of SPB treated HD subjects \textsuperscript{21}. This was preliminary work used to show the ability of the integrated system to detect and characterize those metabolites previously identified and characteristic of SPB in HD patients using HPLC-ECArray. HPLC coupled with electrochemical array detection (EC-
Array) is a very sensitive technique used for profiling and quantifying redox active species, such as metabolites, down to picomolar concentrations. In addition to its sensitivity, this technique also has the ability to analyze over 1000 metabolites in one HPLC run, while also being able to differentiate between co-eluting species based on their oxidation potentials, adding specificity to the analysis. Use of multivariate data analysis has also been shown to be able to completely separate groups based on both disease and medication. Series coupling of ECA with UV and fluorescence provides a further modality of detection to the analysis, which is especially important in studies where certain drugs or drug candidates, such as SPB, are not EC active.

The major limitation of the EC-Array is its inability to provide structural information of the compounds it is profiling. This limitation has been overcome in our prior work by parallel coupling of EC-array with MS detection, and more specifically nano-electrospray (nanoESI) MS, which is important when considering the ion suppression effects of biological fluids. Although initial coupling requires the consideration of a number of parameters including redox activity of a compound, solvent properties such as pH and the supporting electrolyte, and LC flow rate, creating a method that effectively satisfies the requirements of both the EC array and the mass spectrometer has been possible.
3.4 Project Goals

In this chapter, we present an approach utilizing the powers of offline LC-EC-array analysis to identify additional unique SPB metabolites present in plasma and urine, compared to controls, and going on to perform further structural elucidation of these compounds using both a parallel coupling of LC-EC-array and nanoESI-MS and offline MS and MS/MS for full characterization. Plasma and urine samples were obtained from patients undergoing SPB treatment during a 4 month long double blind placebo controlled multicenter phase II study of SPB in individuals with early symptomatic HD (PHEND-HD). Using the new total methodology outlined in Figure 3.1, several new and previously known SPB metabolites have been isolated and the structures identified. This scheme provides a more comprehensive approach to more complete understanding of the biochemical effects of SPB as a therapeutic agent for HD and to classifying individual responses to the drug.

3.5 Materials and Methods

The work conducted in this research chapter was in collaboration with Dr. Wayne Matson’s laboratory in the Department of Systems Biochemistry at the Bedford VA Medical Center, Bedford, MA, as well as Dr. Steven Hersch in the Department of Neurology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Charlestown, MA. Dr. Hersh performed the phase II patient studies and Dr. Matson and colleagues in his lab performed all sample preparations and LC-ECarray-UV-FL studies.
**Plasma and urine Samples**

Two hundred sixty-eight serial plasma and urine samples were obtained from 60 HD subjects in the PHEND-HD phase II study. Baseline samples were obtained before treatment and additional samples were collected at five subsequent visits. SPB dose levels were up to 15 g/day. Half the subjects were on placebo through visit 2 and afterwards all subjects were on active medication until washout.

**Initial Data base creation and analysis**

For pharmacokinetic and compliance studies all samples were analyzed using gradient LC with serial ECA/UV/F optimized for ECA to resolve SPB and PA from ca. 600 plasma or urine metabolites at ng/mL levels. Gradient LC-EC analyses were performed using ESA model 582 Pumps (ESA Biosciences Inc., Chelmsford, MA) and a 14 channel ESA model 5600 CoulArray detector. Channels 1-12 used series coulometric electrodes set in equal increments from 0-840 mV. Channel 13 measured UV absorbance at λ 210 nm. Channel 14 recorded fluorescence with excitation λ 220 nm/ emission λ 320 nm (ESA Biosciences Inc., Chelmsford, MA). A 4.6 mm x 250 mm Shiseido C18 5 µm column (ESA Biosciences Inc, Chelmsford, MA) was used. The gradient employed was linear from 0% Phase A: (0.1 M LiPO₄ pH 3); to 100% Phase B: (0.1 M LiPO₄ pH 3, 55% acetonitrile) over 45 min.

Plasma samples were prepared by a standard method, as follows. Plasma (125 µL) was precipitated with 500 µL of acetonitrile/0.4% acetic acid, vortexed for 30 sec., centrifuged at 21,000 x g for 25 min at 4 °C. The supernatant (500 µL) was centrifugally
evaporated, reconstituted to 100 µL in mobile phase A and a 50-µL aliquot was injected onto the system. Urine samples were diluted 1/5 with mobile phase A and 50 µL was directly injected onto the system. All urine assays in the original data set were normalized to creatinine.

**Procedure for selecting peaks for identification:**

From the created database, identification of components related to SPB, phenyl acetate (PA), creatine and creatinine were selected for identification as follows. Patterns of all analytes were exported as peak tables and as digital maps, following protocols developed in a study of Parkinson’s Disease\textsuperscript{22}. These captured the entirety of the response of the platform\textsuperscript{22}. Maps and peak tables were compared for baseline \textit{vs.} dosed subjects to determine levels of direct or induced metabolites. The criteria for selection of peaks as candidates for structural identification were that the peaks: A) had levels 50 times greater in dosed subjects \textit{vs.} baseline, B) showed correlation with either SPB or PA; and C) demonstrated consistency within an individual subject. Twenty peaks met these criteria.

**Preparation of plasma fractions for offline LC-EC-array metabolite identification:**

Pools of plasma from baseline and SPB treated subjects were prepared from 200 µL sub aliquots. 6mL of plasma pools from baseline and treated HD subjects were precipitated with 24 mL of acetonitrile (ACN)/0.4% glacial acetic acid at 20° C. Samples were vortexed for 30 seconds and centrifuged for 30 min at 8000 x g at 4° C. The supernatant was centrifugally vacuum evaporated and concentrated to 300 µL.
Fractionation of Plasma Samples:
Concentrated plasma was fractionated using solid phase extraction (500 mg Diazym C-18 SPE). Columns were equilibrated with 2 mL DIW, 2 mL acetonitrile and 2 mL 2% acetic acid. 300 µL of concentrated supernatant from the plasma preparation was loaded onto the SPE column. A single 300 µL collection was then made of a void fraction and then 2 mL of each of the following elutions: 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 100% ACN. Each of the fractions was centrifugally evaporated and reconstituted in 200 µL of 0.02M ammonium acetate at pH 4.2.

Fractionation of Urine samples:
Pools of urines were created from 15 subjects showing the highest levels of SPB at visit 5 and the same subjects at baseline. These were concentrated by centrifugal evaporation by a factor of four. 300 µL aliquots were separated on the SPE columns as above and the fractions centrifugally evaporated and reconstituted as described previously.

Offline LC-EC-array Run of Fractions in MS Buffer:
10 µL of each fraction was diluted to 100 µL. First, 20 µL were analyzed using the primary analytical method described above to confirm the position and intensity of the peaks selected for structural identification from the initial data analysis. Next, the LCECA/UV/F platform was configured for an MS compatible buffer systems (Phase A: 0.02 M ammonium formate/formic acid pH 3.1; Phase B: 0.02 M ammonium formate/formic acid pH 3, 55% ACN; gradient 0% A-100% B over 45 min and Phase A: 0.02 M ammonium acetate/acetic Acid pH 4.2; Phase B: 0.1 M ammonium acetate/acetic
acid pH 4.2, 55% ACN; gradient 0% A-100% B over 45 min). Using 20 µL injections the selected peak locations and intensities confirmed in these system.

Due to the presence of numerous compounds of interest in urine fractions 0%, 10% and 30% ACN, these were re-extracted with smaller increments of ACN (0%-20% in 2% increments). These fractions were once again run on the offline LC-EC-array to verify the positions of metabolites of interest.

**Parallel LC-EC-array-MS instrumentation:**

LC-MS analyses were performed using ESA model 582 Pumps (ESA Biosciences Inc., Chelmsford, MA) and an ESA model 5600 CoulArray detector; channels 1-12, 0-840 mV in 70 mV increments (ESA Biosciences Inc., Chelmsford, MA) coupled on-line to a Sciex (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) QStar quadrupole time of flight (q-tof) mass spectrometer equipped with ESI ion source used in both positive and negative ion scan mode ($m/z$ 100-2000, ionspray voltage 4.5-5.5 kV). Metabolite mixtures were separated on a 4.6 mm x 250 mm (5 micron Shiseido C18) column at a flow rate between 0.8-1.0 mL/min. The HPLC eluent was then split at a ratio of 9:1 with 90% being directed to the EC-array and 10% being delivered to the MS.

**LC-EC-array-MS method:**

The 20% and 30% plasma fractions were diluted between 1:10 and 1:100 times in 60:40 mobile phase A:B and assayed using a 20 minute isocratic method of 0.500 mL/min.
mobile phase A (0.1 M Ammonium Acetate) 0.300 mL/min mobile phase B (60% ACN 0.1 M Ammonium Acetate). An Information Dependent Acquisition (IDA) MS method was designed to monitor the two most intense ion peaks between $m/z$ 100-500 and subsequently fragment those with the collision energy set to 20 eV and quad resolution set to low. This made it possible to monitor the retention times of the metabolites of interest as they passed through the mass spectrometer and compare those times to the EC-array simultaneously, while also obtaining MS/MS fragmentation. The above method was also used on the 0 and 10% urine fractions as well as the 20% ACN re-extracted portion from the 0% urine fraction and the 15% ACN re-extracted portion from the 10% urine fraction.

Additionally, the 40% plasma fraction was diluted as above and assayed using a 60 minute isocratic method of 0.900 $\mu$L/min A (0.1 M Ammonium Acetate) and 0.100 $\mu$L/min B (75% ACN 0.1 M Ammonium Acetate). A similar IDA MS method was used as above, with the collision energy changed to 50 eV.

**Fragmentation Confirmation by MS and MS/MS**

**Plasma Samples:**

Additional MS and MS/MS data was obtained by infusion using an LTQ-Orbitrap (Thermo-Fisher, San Jose, CA) with NanoMate (Advion, Ithaca, NY). Samples from the 20%, 30%, and 40% fractions were diluted 1:10 in 50/50 methanol/water and run using nanoelectrospray in negative ion mode.
Urine Samples:

Additional MS and MS/MS data was obtained by infusion using an LCQ Classic Quadrupole Ion Trap (Thermo-Fisher, San Jose, CA). Samples re-extracted from the 0% and 10% urine fractions were diluted 1:10 in 70/30 methanol/water and run by nanoelectrospray in negative ion mode.

The initial LC-EC-array screening of the sample fractions allowed for only those fractions containing metabolites of interest to be prioritized and analyzed via parallel LC-EC-array-MS. The compounds found in plasma samples were confirmed by high resolution MS and fragmentation on an LTQ Orbitrap, while compounds from urine fractions were subjected to MS/MS fragmentation using an LCQ classic quadrupole ion trap MS.

3.6 Results and Discussion of Analysis Methodology

The analysis method developed here provides a comprehensive evaluation of SPB treated HD patient plasma and urine using EC-array and MS detection both separately and in parallel. The system used to analyze samples obtained from SPB treated HD patients taking part in the PHEND-HD tolerability trial study consisted of a parallel LC-EC-array-MS detection system. The MS used in the parallel experiments performed within this chapter was a Sciex (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) QStar quadrupole time of flight (q-tof) mass spectrometer equipped with turbo-spray ESI ion source, capable of handling flow rates between 5 and 1000 µL/min with excellent ionization efficiency.
Overall, the platform consisted of a binary HPLC pump connected to a normal bore C-18 column followed by a 9:1 passive flow splitter used to divert the eluent between the EC-array and MS detectors. The established 9:1 split ratio allows a larger volume of the HPLC flow to enter the EC-array detector and a much lesser volume to be delivered to the MS. The MS flow rate was maintained <100 µL/min in order to minimize possible ion suppression effects from both the biological samples and the high salt containing EC-array buffers and facilitate efficient ion transfer. Additionally, the flow split was important in preserving agreement of the retention times between the EC-array and the MS chromatograms in order to confidently compare and identify SPB metabolites between both instruments. Those compounds identified between the two detectors could then go on to be further characterized through both high resolution MS and MS/MS fragmentation.

A detailed account of the entire metabolite characterization method scheme from sample processing and initial offline LC-EC-array profiling to parallel LC-EC-array-MS analyses and final high resolution MS and MS/MS characterization can be seen in Figure 3.1. As shown in this figure, the first step after preparing the samples with a simple protein precipitation and concentration is to efficiently separate all electrochemically active compounds present and discern the possible SPB metabolites by comparing baseline, or pre-treatment patient samples with treated patient samples. In addition to profiling the EC active metabolites, the system used for this offline LC-EC-array analysis also monitored the samples with UV and fluorescence (F) due to SPB’s lack of
electrochemical activity, but strong UV and F signals.

Figure 3.1 Method flow chart describing the course of samples from initial offline LC-EC-array screening through sample fractionation, parallel LC-EC-array-MS analysis and high resolution and MS/MS characterization.

Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of two typical offline LC-EC-array chromatograms used to determine SPB metabolites from HD patients. The upper panel of the figure, indicated as baseline, shows the LC-EC-array chromatogram of pooled plasma from HD patients prior to SPB administration. The bottom trace, marked as Visit 6, shows the LC-EC array chromatogram of pooled plasma after the patient’s sixth visit for SPB administration. There are distinct changes in the chromatograms, marked with the letter “M” in Figure 3.2, representing new metabolites formed as a result of the SPB drug treatment. In order to structurally characterize these metabolites it was necessary to simplify the number of compounds being studied at one time. Thus, in accordance with
the next portion of our methodology, the concentrated and pooled HD patient samples were fractionated using SPE. 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 100% ACN fractions were collected off of a Diazyme SPE C-18 column and were subsequently run on both the offline LC-EC-array and parallel LC-EC-array-MS systems. The fractions were re-run on the offline LC-EC-array system in order verify the position of those metabolites in comparison to the un-fractionated sample chromatogram as will be shown in the example outlined.

Figure 3.2 Standard LC-EC-array/UV/F method showing full 14-channel LC-EC-array/UV/Fluorescence- detected chromatograms of plasmas from baseline (A) and SPB-treated (B) patients. Metabolites of interest are labeled in B. Also, phenylacetate (PA) and phenylbutyrate (PB) are labeled in B.

After initial LC-EC-array screening of the plasma fractions, it was found that the 40% ACN sample isolated a metabolite previously observed in the un-fractionated sample.
This compound can be seen eluting at 32 minutes in Figure 3.2B. A parallel LC-EC-array-MS analysis was then done on the 40% fraction in order to characterize the possible SPB metabolite. Figure 3.3 shows the LC-EC-array chromatogram from the 40% ACN fraction obtained from the parallel LC-EC-array-MS system. The LC-EC-array retention time of the 40% peak was again 32 minutes, which corresponded identically to a MS observed peak of the same retention time (Panel A of Figure 3.4). IDA MS data (Figure 3.4) indicated that the m/z of the compound(s) present at 32 minutes was 161.07 and 117.08. The extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) of each mass (Panels C and D Figure 3.4), and the spectrum under the 32 minute peak indicated that the parent mass of the compound was m/z 161.07 and that the m/z 117.08 was a fragment of the parent mass. Also, as indicated previously, SPB itself is not electrochemically active and thus was not present on the LC-EC-array chromatogram, but was visible as m/z 163.10 in the MS chromatogram at approximately 35 minutes (Panel B Figure 3.4).
The ability to monitor both EC active and inactive compounds via parallel EC-array and MS detection proves the metabolite detection methodology developed here to be a powerful tool in unknown metabolite identification.

Figure 3.4 A) TIC from IDA of QStar MS spectra of sodium phenylbutyrate (SPB) and unknown SPB metabolite. B) XIC of SPB. C and D) Two m/z values (m/z 117 and m/z 161) showed maxima at the retention time (32 min) of the unknown metabolite.

To obtain high resolution MS data and verify the structure of the m/z 161.07 metabolite by MS/MS fragmentation, the 40% fraction was run via infusion using nanoelectrospray on an LTQ orbitrap MS. Figure 3.5 shows the full mass spectrum of the 40% fraction between 100 and 200 Daltons. Visible is the m/z 163.10 ion, indicated as the parent drug SPB. Also, both m/z 161.06 and 117.07 ions are present and marked in Figure 3.4 as unknown metabolite peaks. Subsequent fragmentation of m/z 161.07, shown in the inset of Figure 3.5, shows the various product ions formed. Present, is the m/z 117.08 ion,
indicating a loss of CO$_2$ from the parent molecule and proving further that the compound observed in the parallel LC-EC-array-MS experiment was a single metabolite of SPB. Additionally, several other unique fragmentations were observed, allowing the structure of the metabolite to be proposed. The right hand side of the inset in Figure 3.5 shows the proposed structures of these abundant fragments, such as the loss of a CO group, giving $m/z$ 133.0659 and additionally, $m/z$ 91.0556, which is the benzene ring with a single CH$_2$ side chain. The proposed unknown SPB metabolite structure, 4-phenyl-trans-crotonate, was found in previous SPB studies done on the mechanism of 3-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyrate formation in SPB perfused rat livers$^{18}$. However, this compound has not been observed in any human studies directly, and gives further insight into HD patient metabolism of SPB.

Figure 3.5 A) Orbitrap full MS spectrum of 40% ACN fraction collected from Diazam C-18 column at 32 min. Unknown SPB Metabolite ions ($m/z$ 161.06, 117.07) are circled. Parent drug SPB ($m/z$ 163.08) from adjacent LC peak is also labeled. 6B (inset). Orbitrap MS/MS spectrum of SPB unknown metabolite, $m/z$ 161.06. At right, the structures of the abundant metabolite fragments are indicated.
Once it was clear that the complete analysis method outlined in Figure 3.1 could accurately and efficiently be used to identify and characterize unknown SPB metabolites, it was then applied to the remaining fractions of interest, both plasma and urine. As described above for the 40% ACN plasma fraction, these samples were injected on the parallel LC-EC-array-MS system, with the MS operating in negative ion mode. It was only necessary, however, to run these fractions for 20 minutes because they were more polar compared to both the identified 4-phenyl-trans-crotonate metabolite and the parent SPB drug. Each subsequent fraction was analyzed in the same manner as the 40% fraction; with each parallel LC-EC-array-IDA-MS examined for compounds showing identical EC-array and MS retention times. The $m/z$ values of the [M-H]$^-$ signals corresponding to those compounds were then determined from the MS spectrum recorded at this retention time. Each such unknown compound was further characterized using high resolution MS analysis and/or CID MS/MS fragmentation.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list the metabolites found in both the plasma and urine samples from the various ACN fractions of interest collected from the SPE of the total collected HD patient sample. Using the approach in this study we identified seven metabolites that have been previously reported in the literature\textsuperscript{18, 21} and three possibly novel metabolites (H, I, J in Figure 3.6). The identification of these metabolites and their molecular weight allows the location time and response to be determined in the screening method. In the absence of authentic standard reference materials the estimation of their concentrations can be made from the response in the LCECA\textsuperscript{21}. 
# Table 3.1 Metabolites found in SPB treated HD patient plasma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serum Metabolite, Instrument data was acquired on</th>
<th>[M-H]^\text{(\cdot)}</th>
<th>Plasma Fraction</th>
<th>Major Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(\cdot)] Obs. m/z, Exact m/z, error (ppm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylbutyl-(\beta)-glucuronate (A) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>339.1083, 339.1085, -0.5</td>
<td>20% ACN</td>
<td>([\text{C}<em>9\text{H}</em>{16}\text{O}<em>4\text{O}</em>{\text{H}^\text{(\cdot)}}]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylacetyl-glutamine (B) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>263.1031, 263.1037, -2.3</td>
<td>20% ACN</td>
<td>([\text{C}<em>9\text{H}</em>{16}\text{O}<em>4\text{O}</em>{\text{H}^\text{(\cdot)}}]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylacetate (C) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>135.0455, 135.0452, 2.2</td>
<td>20% ACN</td>
<td>(solvent interference prevented MS/MS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylacetyl-(\beta)-glucuronate (D) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>311.0771, 311.0772, -0.3</td>
<td>20% ACN</td>
<td>([\text{C}<em>7\text{H}</em>{10}\text{O}<em>4\text{O}</em>{\text{H}^\text{(\cdot)}}]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyrate (E) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>179.0717, 179.0714, 1.7</td>
<td>20% ACN</td>
<td>([\text{C}<em>9\text{H}</em>{16}\text{O}<em>4\text{O}</em>{\text{H}^\text{(\cdot)}}]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyphenylbutyric acid(s) (F) 3 isomers LCQ Classic (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>179.071, 30% ACN</td>
<td>135.08 (\text{C}<em>7\text{H}</em>{10}\text{O}), 119.0502 (\text{C}_6\text{H}_9\text{O}_7), 117.0717 (\text{C}_5\text{H}_8\text{O}_4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-phenyl-(\beta)-crotonate (G) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>161.0609, 161.0608, -0.6</td>
<td>40% ACN</td>
<td>117.0711 (\text{C}_\text{(\cdot)}\text{H}_5\text{(\cdot)}), 91.0556 (\text{C}_5\text{H}_9\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Table 3.2 Metabolites found in SPB treated HD patient urine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urine Metabolite Instrument data was acquired on</th>
<th>[M-H]^\text{(\cdot)}</th>
<th>Urine Fraction</th>
<th>Major Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(\cdot)] Obs. m/z</td>
<td>Urine Fraction</td>
<td>Major Fragments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylacetyl-glutamine (B) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS) QStar (fragmentation)</td>
<td>263.1036, 263.1037, -0.4</td>
<td>0% ACN (20% re-extracted)</td>
<td>m/z 145.05 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_8\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 127.04 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyrate (E) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS and fragmentation)</td>
<td>179.0715, 179.0714, 0.6</td>
<td>10% ACN</td>
<td>m/z 161.0605 ([\text{C}<em>9\text{H}</em>{16}\text{O}<em>4\text{O}</em>{\text{H}^\text{(\cdot)}}]^\text{-}), m/z 135.0814 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_8\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 119.0502 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 117.0717 ([\text{C}_5\text{H}_8\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_4]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-carboxy sulfate indoline (H) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS) LCQ (fragmentation)</td>
<td>242.0125, 242.0129, -1.6</td>
<td>10% ACN (15% re-extracted)</td>
<td>m/z 162.04 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_8\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 123.99 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 79.95 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Indoxyl sulfate (I) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS) LCQ (fragmentation)</td>
<td>212.0023, 212.0023, 0</td>
<td>10% ACN (15% re-extracted)</td>
<td>m/z 132.03 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_8\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 79.95 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{N}_2\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzylxoyl sulfate (J) LTQ Orbitrap (full MS) LCQ (fragmentation)</td>
<td>187.0071, 187.0071, 0</td>
<td>10% ACN (15% re-extracted)</td>
<td>m/z 107.04 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-}), m/z 79.95 ([\text{C}_7\text{H}_7\text{(\cdot)}\text{(\cdot)}\text{O}_3]^\text{-})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.6 Structures of Metabolites found in SPB Treated HD Patient Plasma and Urine. Structures and fragmentations correspond to those listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
3.7 Discussion of Disease and individual metabolism of SPB

The metabolites presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 reflect various types of SPB metabolism. These include the enzymatic conversion pathways to PA, non enzymatic pathways related to oxidative stress, kidney and liver function that result in sulfonation and glucuronidation and suggest a possible effect on indole metabolism. Each of these processes can be postulated to be different among disorders and within individuals. Compounds E and G (Figure 3.6), 3-hydroxy-4-phenylbutyrate and 4-phenyl-trans-crotonate, are side products of CoA-mediated metabolism to PA. The hydroxyphenyl butyrates (F in Figure 3.6) can be enzymatically derived or can alternatively reflect direct hydroxylation that occurs as a result of the high level of free radical production and oxidative stress in HD\textsuperscript{28}. The glucuronide (A and D in Figure 3.6) and sulfated compounds (H, I, J in Figure 3.6) reflect modified patterns of kidney and liver function.

Identifying these metabolites becomes important especially on a patient to patient basis when assessing SPB as HD treatment. By understanding either positive or adverse patient reaction to SPB treatment and correlating this reaction to the patient’s individual metabolite patterns, biomarkers of drug response may be defined. Once defined, these biomarkers may assist in identifying how patients will react to SPB treatment based on the presence and concentration of metabolites shown to uniquely elicit a positive response to the drug. These biomarkers can be identified as either metabolites of SPB itself, such as a glucuronide conjugate, or molecules from other metabolic pathways that are being affected by SPB treatment.
For example, the indole sulfates (H and I in Figure 3.6) found only in the urine of HD subjects treated with SPB reflects a possible role of SPB in modulating indole pathways. The formation of oxidized indoles has been shown to lead to toxicity in neurodegenerative diseases\textsuperscript{29-31} such as in HD where aberrations in the tryptophan pathway are well known to occur\textsuperscript{32, 33}. Ultimately, this neurotoxicity is caused by aggregates formed from proteins crosslinked by oxidized indoles\textsuperscript{34-38}. In particular, the intermediate free radical indole species formed by hydroxyl radical attack have been implicated in protein aggregation\textsuperscript{31, 39}, and may be involved in cross linking mechanisms similar to those of polyglutamines which are elevated in HD\textsuperscript{40}. While mechanistic studies were not the primary focus of this work, the excretion of indoles from SPB treated HD patients, may indicate a secondary mechanism of SPB which modulates the potentially neurotoxic effect of indolic species.

3.8 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a systematic process for unknown metabolite identification using EC-array and MS detection both separately and in parallel. The process was applied to studying SPB metabolism in HD patients. By applying this process we have expanded the capability of a method for simply evaluating SPB and primary PA metabolite levels to include compounds reflecting multiple modes of SPB metabolism reflecting both disease and individual specific processes. Most importantly applying the process to this sample set yielded the unexpected result of finding increased excretion of indole species as a
result of therapy. These previously unreported metabolites resulting from SPB therapy may have implications both on the disease processes in HD and a secondary effect of the therapeutic intervention in combination with HDAC processes.
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4.1 Introduction

As discussed in the introduction chapter of this thesis, over the past two decades, considerable efforts have been dedicated to the hyphenation of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), mass spectrometry (MS), and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)\textsuperscript{1-4}. This combination of technologies has emerged as an extremely powerful tool for the detection, identification, and quantitation of known, and more importantly unknown, compounds in complex clinical and pharmaceutical matrices as well as in natural product extracts\textsuperscript{5}.

Definitive identification of unknowns is essential in the discovery of new biomarkers or drug candidates, and in the characterization of drug metabolites. However, compounds in complex matrices generally require extensive separation and consequently often are only available in small quantities, from the microgram to nanogram level. Such low analyte amounts are problematic in even recognizing known compounds, let alone \textit{de novo} structure determination. In order to effectively couple both NMR and MS to HPLC for low microgram to nanogram analyte characterization, a number of challenges need to be overcome.

4.2 Introduction to microcoil NMR probes

The primary challenge is the intrinsically low sensitivity of NMR relative to MS and HPLC-UV. Where MS and MS/MS analyses are completed in less than 1 sec with nanograms of analyte, 5 mm probe NMR analysis at the microgram level requires acquisition times of hours for simple 1D spectra to days for many 2D spectra. Therefore
it is important to address this sensitivity disparity by moving toward utilizing more sensitive NMR probes.

Marked improvements in NMR mass sensitivity have been achieved in recent years with the development of microcoil probes which use very small, highly-sensitive radio frequency (RF) detectors. It has been shown that reduction in the RF coil diameter proportionally decreases noise in the NMR probe, improving signal-to-noise (S/N) if the same amount of analyte is soluble in the smaller volume, which is typically the case with LC-purified analytes\(^6,7\). This improvement in S/N can also be defined by mass sensitivity \((S_m)\), the minimum amount of material detected, when comparing the performance of different probes. \(S_m\) may be defined as:

\[
S_m = \frac{S/N}{mol \cdot t^{1/2}}
\]

Where \(mol\) is the number of moles inside the probe observed volume \((V_{obs})\) and \(t\) is the acquisition time.

In addition to decreasing the size of the coil, using a solenoidal shaped coil provides 3-fold higher signal than a comparably-sized saddle coil\(^8-10\) (both seen in Figure 4.1). In a comparison with other NMR techniques being developed to boost NMR sensitivity, such as cryogenically cooled coils which also reduce receiver coil noise, microcoil probes have shown better \(S_m\) at similar field strengths. It should also be noted that a 1 mm superconducting probe currently holds the \(S_m\) record\(^11\), however, microcoil probes have
major advantages in being affordable, priced similar to conventional tube probes, and they can be quickly exchanged with other probes on shared NMR instruments, and thus are more readily available.

Figure 4.1 Side by side comparison of a saddle coil NMR probe and a microcoil NMR probe.

4.3 Droplet microfluidics for flow NMR

Achieving high sensitivity in flow NMR requires attention to sample preparation and loading, in addition to utilizing microcoil NMR probes. The commercially-available microcoil probe used in this platform, for example, requires filling a 1.5 µL NMR observed volume through a significant dead volume – 6 µL from the probe inlet and 25 µL or more from a sample handler. The resulting NMR sample efficiency, meaning the ratio of the final volume of injected sample to the observed volume, can be low due to sample diffusion in most flow based methods. Addressing issues of sample efficiency and dilution, several flow NMR methods have been developed\textsuperscript{12, 13}, including direct
injection NMR (DI-NMR)\textsuperscript{14}, flow injection analysis NMR (FIA-NMR)\textsuperscript{9,13}, and recently segmented flow analysis NMR (SFA-NMR)\textsuperscript{15,16}, which includes the technique used here, microdroplet NMR.

Segmented flow analysis (SFA) has been demonstrated to be a particularly mass-sensitive, sample-efficient approach for high-throughput microcoil NMR\textsuperscript{15}. In SFA, samples are moved as a “plug” in an immiscible carrier fluid; “droplet microfluidics” is a rapidly emerging field\textsuperscript{17}. Because segmented sample plugs do not disperse into the immiscible carrier, as sample zones do in FIA, smaller sample volumes can be loaded without dilution or dispersion, providing an exponential reduction in NMR acquisition times as well as reducing consumption of both analyte and deuterated solvent. Successful implementation of SFA-NMR requires that sample plugs be moved through several meters of transfer capillary between the sample loader and the NMR probe without the sample plugs becoming fragmented or the sample adsorbing onto capillary surfaces.

The microdroplet system, used in this chapter, utilizes “zero dispersion” segmented flow, based on the principle that if the carrier fluid has a favorable contact energy with the tubing wall, relative to the sample, a layer of carrier is maintained between the wall and the sample as the plugs are transported\textsuperscript{18-20}; this phenomenon is described in Figure 4.2. Perfluorocarbons, which have a Teflon-like immiscibility with all common NMR solvents, may be used as carrier fluids in Teflon tubing to achieve zero-dispersion sample transfer\textsuperscript{19,20}. Based on this principle, an automated system for loading samples into a microcoil NMR probe from 96-well plates was developed and has been applied to high-throughput NMR analysis of compound libraries\textsuperscript{15}. Although the published system was
optimized for rapid analysis of compound libraries in a custom-built microcoil probe, its sample loading efficiency was quite high relative to other flow-NMR methods and even NMR tubes. It has been further developed here for trace analysis applications and adapted to commercially available microcoil probes.

**FIA (miscible carrier)**

![FIA (miscible carrier)](image)

**SFA (immiscible carrier)**

![SFA (immiscible carrier)](image)

**Zero-Dispersion SFA**

![Zero-Dispersion SFA](image)

Figure 4.2 Comparison of FIA and SFA flow methods. In the top capillary, FIA analysis in a miscible carrier illustrates the mechanism of sample dispersion and dilution. In the second capillary SFA method the sample wets the carrier wall, and in the bottom capillary SFA method the carrier fluid remains in contact with the capillary wall, providing more plug like flow and makes sample losses negligible.
4.4 Hyphenation of microdroplet NMR with nanoSplitter MS

A second challenge in the development of an LC-MS-NMR system is the establishment of an LC-MS interface which provides fast, sensitive and routine MS analysis, while collecting as much material as possible for NMR. When LC is coupled to MS for the analysis of samples in complex matrices, such as biofluids or crude natural product extracts, nanoelectrospray ionization is overwhelmingly preferred. Nanoelectrospray provides better MS sensitivity by lowering ion suppression, increasing ionization efficiency and minimizing sample consumption\textsuperscript{21}. Nanoelectrospray is generally limited to low-capacity narrow-bore columns (75 µm I.D.) which feed the entire eluent flow to the MS at a flow rate of < 300 nL/minute. To provide as much material as possible for NMR analysis, a normal bore ( > 2 mm I.D.) as opposed to a narrow bore column is required. Traditional packed 4.6 mm columns have loading capacities of as much as 200 µg per injection, or even as much as 1 mg of material for new 4 mm monolithic columns. Moreover, normal-bore columns are justifiably considered easier to use, have more reproducible retention times, and can tolerate injection of larger volumes of relatively less clean samples, such as reaction mixtures or biological fluids.

An LC-MS-NMR platform would thus ideally couple normal-bore HPLC with nanoelectrospray ionization, in order to provide enough material for the NMR while maximizing the sensitivity of MS. With these considerations in mind, our laboratory has recently developed an interface, termed the nanoSplitter, that accomplishes this goal by delivering a small fraction of the HPLC effluent (< 0.1%) to the MS through a novel
concentric split design while maintaining the chromatographic integrity of the LC/MS system. When compared to conventional LC electrospray ionization MS, the nanoSplitter interface showed an average improvement of 10-fold in concentration sensitivity and 1000-fold in mass sensitivity.

In order to effectively couple the two detectors, LC-MS and microdroplet-NMR, post LC column fraction collection was used. With a 4.6 mm column, the LC flow was 1 mL/min. The configuration implemented here splits the bulk flow using a conventional T splitter to direct > 90% of the eluent to a UV-guided fraction collector. The remaining liquid is directed toward the nanoSplitter to be further split down to nanoelectrospray conditions. Thus injecting 200 µg on column, at minimum 180 µg should be collected for NMR analyses.

4.5 Project Goals

In the approach described here, 98% of the large-bore column HPLC effluent is directed to a fraction collector for subsequent NMR and bioassay studies while the remaining 2% is directed to the nanoSplitter for nanospray LC-MS analysis. To evaluate this system, a series of experiments testing separation, fraction collection, preconcentration, and microcoil NMR acquisition were performed on a mixture of four commercial drugs (cycloheximide, indapamide, digitoxin, and taxol).

Finally, a bioactive cyanobacterial extract was analyzed to demonstrate the system’s applicability in natural product discovery. The LC-MS-NMR platform recognized four known natural products, ambiguine A, I, and E and hapalindole H, from a single 30 µg
LC injection of cyanobacterial crude extract LC and, most impressively, identified one LC-MS peak as a novel bioactive compound. This illustrates the system’s significant potential in natural product discovery as well as its potential in metabolomics and other fields requiring trace analysis of components of complex mixtures.

4.6 Materials and Methods

All work done for this chapter was done in collaboration with Dr. Yiqing Lin who was a post-doctoral fellow in the Vouros laboratory from December 2006-December 2007 as well as with Dr. Roger Kautz of the Barnett Institute at Northeastern University.

Chemicals

Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). HPLC-grade acetonitrile (99.9%) and methanol were from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Water was purified by using a Milli-Q Plus system (Millipore, MA). Fluorocarbon FC-43 was from 3M Corp (St. Paul, MN). Cycloheximide, indapamide, digitoxin, paclitaxel (taxol), and all other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Materials

Teflon capillaries and tubing were obtained from Cole-Parmer (Vernon Hills, IL). PEEK capillaries, unions, in-line filters, and adapters were from Upchurch (Oak Harbor, WA). The 96-well low retention PCR plates were obtained from Nunc (part #: 240600, Rochester, NY).
HPLC and Fraction Collector

Chromatographic separations and fraction collection were performed on an HPLC system consisting of a binary pump, an autosampler, a UV-VIS diode-array detector (Agilent 1100 series), a fraction collector (Agilent 1200 series) controlled by Agilent ChemStation (version B.02.01) software. The HPLC column used for standards was a 4.6 x 150 mm HPLC column (Agilent Zorbax C-18SB 3.5 µm) and for cyanobacterial extracts a 4.6 x 250 mm HPLC column (Waters Atlantis C18 5 µm) was used. A restriction valve was used to split the flow from the LC column with ~98% of the flow to the UV-VIS diode-array detector and eventually to the fraction collector, and the other ~2% of the flow to the nanoSplitter. The delay volume between the UV detector and the fraction collector was determined to be 71 µL. The chromatographic methods are described below.

The nanoSplitter Interface and Mass Spectrometer

The nanoSplitter consists of a splitter (FSMUAS1.5, Valco Instruments Co. Inc, Houston, TX), a micro flow-thru connector (Valco Instruments Co. Inc, Houston, TX), a needle valve (86041, Alltech, Deerfield, IL) and a XYZ positioner (FP-2 Newport, Irvine, CA). These components are fastened to a rail-and-mount system (9742 (M), New Focus, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). The fused silica picotip emitters, obtained from New Objective (Woburn, MA), had an inner diameter of 20 µm with a tip (distal coated) of 10 µm inner diameter. The high-voltage connection was made by attaching a clip to the emitter. The split ratio was adjusted using the needle valve to obtain optimal electrospray. The flow into the MS was ~ 200 nL/min and was measured by collecting the flow from the emitter
tip with the electrospray voltage off. More details regarding the design and construction of the nanoSplitter can be found in the previous publications\textsuperscript{22, 24, 25}.

Both MS and MS/MS spectra were acquired on a Finnigan LCQ classic quadrupole ion trap (San Jose, CA) controlled by Xcalibur software (version 1.3).

**Microdroplet NMR (Zero Dispersion Segmented Flow Analysis NMR)**

The automated system for loading samples from 96-well plates into the microcoil NMR probe consists of a Gilson (Middleton, WI) model 215 sample handler and a sample loader, model HTSL-1100, from Protasis Corp. (Marlborough, MA). The Gilson sample handler drew sample plugs from the 96-well plate into the HTSL sample loop. The sample plugs were formed by alternately drawing the immiscible fluorocarbon FC 43, the sample, and then more FC. Additionally, wash plugs of clean solvent were drawn between samples. The HTSL sample loader consists of an LC injection valve with sample loop, a high-pressure pump, and a microprocessor controller. It was used to deliver sample plugs from the sample loop to the microcoil probe via a 3-meter long transfer line of 150 µm i.d. Teflon tubing. Gilson and HTSL automation was controlled using Varian VAST automation programming on the spectrometer host computer (Sparc Ultra 5, Solaris 8, VNMR 6.1 C NMR software).

NMR acquisition setup macros were written to automatically detect and position an arriving sample and to set up a standard spectrum of a sample. In addition, four sample handler programs (Tcl scripts) were written to (1) form a train of 3 samples and hold it in the needle line, (2) draw a train from the needle line into the sample loop, and (3) change
samples by triggering the sample loader to run until stopped by the autodetection macro. The fourth script (4) was run once on the first train to initialize the sample queue by moving this sample train one-half of the distance from the sample loop to the NMR probe. Additional details on the design, construction, and characterization of the automated segmented flow analysis NMR system can be found in our previous publication\textsuperscript{15}.

The microcoil probe used in this study was an ICG capLC microflow probe manufactured by Magnetic Resonance Microsensors (MRM, Savoy, IL) and distributed by its parent company, Protasis Corp. This probe has an observed volume ($V_{\text{obs}}$) of 1.5 µL as determined by SFA of small plugs, in a fill volume of 6 µL, through 75 µm inlet and outlet capillaries. The probe was internally coated with fluoro-octyl silane for its use in microdroplet NMR studies.

NMR spectra were acquired on a Varian (Palo Alto, CA) Inova spectrometer with an 11.7-T (500 MHz) actively shielded magnet; the data were processed and analyzed with VNMR version 6.1C software.

**System Reproducibility and Sample Recovery**

A test mixture comprising equimolar quantities (0.65 mM) of cycloheximide, indapamide, digoxin, and taxol dissolved in 30% acetonitrile /70% water (v/v) was used for testing system reproducibility and compound recovery. A 100 µL volume of this mixture (containing 24.1 µg indapamide) was injected onto a 150 × 4.6 mm i.d., Agilent Zorbax SB-C18 column (3.5 µm) (Wilmington, DE). The HPLC was operated at a flow
rate of 1 mL/min and in gradient elution mode. Mobile phase A was water with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid and mobile phase B was acetonitrile with 0.085% (v/v) formic acid. Mobile phase B was held at 30% for the first minute and then increased linearly to 95% over 15 min. Subsequently, mobile phase B was held at 95% for 4 min giving a total run time of 20 min. The eluents were monitored by the UV-DAD at 210 nm with DAD spectra acquired every 0.5 s.

The LCQ-classic ion trap was operated in positive ion mode, scanning between 100 and 2000 daltons. The ESI spray voltage was set to 2.5 kV and no sheath or drying gas was used to facilitate desolvation due to the low flow rate.

The fraction collector was operated in either a time-based or the peak-based mode as indicated, and the fractions were collected into a 96-well plate with a maximum collection volume of 250 µL/well. After evaporating the solvents in the wells, all the wells containing indapamide were washed with acetonitrile (with 5% DMSO) and the solutions were then pooled and transferred into a well in another plate. The solvent in the well was evaporated again and the material in the well was dissolved in 5 µL of deuterated DMSO containing 15.5 mM caffeine, used as internal standard for quantitation. The solution of the mixture in the well (3.5 µL out of 5 µL) was then loaded by the automated microdroplet NMR system into the microcoil NMR probe for NMR analysis.

The quantitative NMR spectra were acquired at ambient temperature (22.5°C) with 500 transients, 8000-Hz spectrum width, auto gain, water presaturation and, for this
quantitative analysis, a 90° pulse and an additional 30-s relaxation delay beyond the 2-s acquisition time. The above process was repeated six times to test the reproducibility of the LC-MS-NMR system.

Additionally, to determine indapamide recovered from the LC, 24.1 µg of indapamide was dissolved in 5 µL of deuterated DMSO containing 15.5 mM caffeine and the resulting mixture was added into a well of a 96-well plate. The solution in the well (3.5 µL out of 5 µL) was also loaded by the automated sample loading system into the microcoil NMR probe for NMR analysis. The NMR spectrum was then acquired under the same conditions as described previously and the entire process was again repeated six times.

**Detection limit and linearity**

A solution of 250 ng indapamide in 50 µL of 30% acetonitrile / 70% water (v/v) was injected onto the Zorbax column. The LC, UV, MS, and fraction collection methods were the same as described for the reproducibility studies. The indapamide fraction was collected, dried, and resuspended in 5 µL of deuterated DMSO and 3.5 µL of the solution was loaded by the automated sample loading system into the microcoil probe for NMR analysis. The NMR spectra were acquired at ambient temperature with 1200 transients (1 hour), 8000-Hz width, 30° tip angle, fixed gain (max = 60), and 1 sec water presaturation after the 2-s acquisition time. The indapamide resonance was integrated as in the recovery determination described. The procedure was applied for the recovery of 250
ng, 500 ng, 750 ng, 1 µg, 1.5 µg, 15 µg indapamide in 50 µL of 30% acetonitrile / 70% water (v/v) to test the linearity of the system’s performance.

Natural Products Characterization

Through collaboration with Dr. Jimmy Orjala’s research group at the University of Illinois at Chicago, a crude extract of cyanobacteria, strain *Fischerella ambigua*, was prefractionated by silica gel chromatography into 6 fractions (eluted with a step gradient of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and MeOH solvent mixtures). Fraction 6 (eluted from the silica gel with 100% CH$_2$Cl$_2$) showed activity in a proteasome inhibition assay performed in Dr. Orjala’s laboratory and was used to demonstrate the LC-MS-NMR system’s applicability to drug discovery from natural products.

A solution of 30 µg of the bioactive fraction in 30 µL methanol, spiked with 300 ng of taxol, was loaded onto a 250 × 4.6 mm i.d., Waters Atlantis® C18 column (5 µm) (Milford, MA). The HPLC was operated in gradient elution mode at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Mobile phase A was water and mobile phase B was methanol. Mobile phase B was held at 80% for the first minute and then was increased linearly to 90% in 50 min. After that, mobile phase B was increased linearly to 100% in 4 min and then decreased to 80% in 1 min and held at 80% for another 4 min, which gave a total run time of 60 min. The effluents were monitored by the UV-DAD at 254 nm with DAD spectra acquired every 0.5 s and by the LCQ-classic ion trap operating in positive ion mode, under the same conditions are previously discussed with additional MS/MS acquisition executed in data-dependent mode.
In addition, the fraction collector was operated in peak-based mode and the fractions were collected into a 96-well plate with a maximum collection volume of 250 µL/well. After evaporating the solvents in the wells, all the wells containing same fraction (overall 13 fractions) were resuspended and washed with methanol (with 5% DMSO to facilitate efficient concentration to the bottom of the well) and transferred into another plate, pooling fractions of the same peak. The solvent in each well was evaporated again and the dried material was dissolved in 5 µL of deuterated DMSO.

Subsequently, the solution in each well (3.5 µL out of 5 µL) was transferred by the automated sample loading system into the microcoil NMR probe for NMR analysis. The NMR spectra were acquired at ambient temperature with 2000 transients (2 hr), 8000-Hz width, auto gain and 1 sec water presaturation after a 2 sec acquisition time.

In addition, two more LC runs (same LC, fraction collection and MS methods as the above run) were performed with a total loading of 80 µg of the bioactive fraction onto the Atlantis column. Fractions containing the same chromatographic peaks from separate runs were pooled together for microcoil NMR analysis as described above.
4.7 Results and Discussion

The goal of this work was to implement a high-throughput LC-MS-NMR platform which would provide the highest possible sensitivity for the structural identification of unknowns in complex sample matrices. A schematic of the microscale LC-MS-NMR platform is shown in Figure 4.3. As discussed previously, two innovative established techniques, the nanoSplitter for nanoESI-LC-MS\textsuperscript{22-24} and the microplug automated sample loading method for offline microcoil LC-NMR\textsuperscript{15}, were combined offline in tandem to best complement each detector’s optimal working conditions. Successful integration of these techniques requires the preservation of the optimal performance of each individual system’s components, and can be shown by overall system reproducibility, quantitative transfer of collected fractions for NMR analysis, and satisfactory limits of detection and dynamic range. Subsequently, the system will be demonstrated in the recognition of components in a natural product extract and prioritizing the unknowns identified for subsequent structural determination.
Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the microscale LC-MS-NMR platform, as applied to natural product discovery. The complex sample (bioactive fraction) is separated using high resolution LC with UV and MS data acquired on-line. 98% of the eluent is directed to a UV-guided fraction collection. Fractions are concentrated by drying and may be stored. For NMR, fractions are resuspended in a small volume (2-5 µL) of deuterated solvent and loaded into a microcoil NMR probe, with and observed volume of 1-2 µL using microplate automation. Samples are recovered after NMR for additional analyses, archival or bioassays.

Correlation of UV, MS and NMR Data

An implicit requirement of any LC-MS-NMR system is that the NMR spectra can be correlated with features in the UV and MS chromatograms. This is very important in analysis of uncharacterized complex samples, so the system can reliably correlate the NMR spectra to specific time points in the chromatographic separation with enough confidence to confirm when signals are not seen on the other detectors, for example if
sample components lack UV chromophores and/or have poor MS ionization, such as glycans and lipids. Since the UV detector guides the fraction collection in this current implementation, in order to correlate the NMR data acquired for each fraction with its MS data, any variation in retention time between UV and MS chromatographic peaks must be negligible, relative to peak width.

The system’s performance was tested with the analysis of a mixture of the commercially available drugs cycloheximide, digitoxin, indapamide and taxol. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of the MS total ion chromatogram (TIC) and the HPLC UV chromatogram monitored at 210 nm. Minor peaks seen are either degradants from the analytes being dissolved in methanol or impurities. The red tic marks on the UV chromatogram indicate the time-based fractions collected. The NMR section of Figure 4.4 shows a stacked plot of a representative region of the NMR spectra (0.2 – 2.2 ppm) for the indicated fractions. The point where each compound is eluted is indicated, as is its corresponding MS. Time-based collection, as shown, provides data similar to on-line LC-NMR. In LC-MS-NMR, the NMR acquisition time is optimized by targeting specific features of interest, and peak-based fraction collection is generally preferred.
Retention times between the UV and MS chromatograms were, compared and, in 6 repetitions of the analysis, MS and UV peaks aligned to within less than 0.1 minutes. Systematic differences were minimized by timing the MS acquisition start with that of the LC injection. Variations in retention times were minimal over the entire chromatogram, and were significantly less than the widths of the LC and MS peaks being compared. Also, reference standards could be used to compare retention times and give specific correlation between the two detectors if necessary. It should also be noted that each NMR spectrum corresponded accurately to both the UV and MS fraction with which
it was correlated, demonstrating the ability of all three detectors in the system to simultaneously and reproducibly detect all compounds in the entire chromatogram.

Sample Recovery

An additional requirement for integration of LC-MS and NMR is near-quantitative recovery of compounds from LC-MS fraction collection and transfer to NMR. Because NMR sensitivity and data quality depend primarily on the amount of compound, the steps of fraction collection, concentration, transfer and reconstitution are critical, especially when low-level compounds are of interest. Experiments were thus performed to compare the amount of a standard injected onto the column with the amount collected and recovered for NMR. The comparison was made using quantitative NMR\textsuperscript{26}, which is a precise method for comparing the concentrations of two analytes based on the property that the area of each NMR peak, under appropriate experimental conditions, is directly proportional (within 2\%) to the number of the corresponding nuclei. Indapamide, added to the standard mixture used in the previous studies, was used as the standard for injection and recovery; the amounts injected and recovered were each compared to a quantitative addition of caffeine used as the reference standard for quantitative NMR.

To determine recovery, an aliquot of 24.1 µg of indapamide was dissolved and injected into the HPLC. Its peak fraction was collected and resuspended in 5 µL of DMSO-d6 with quantitative addition of 15.5 mM caffeine as an internal standard. This mixture was then transferred by the automated segmented flow sample loading system into the microcoil probe, and quantitative spectra were acquired. In the $^1$H NMR spectra, a 1-
proton peak from caffeine (8.02 ppm) and a 1-proton peak from indapamide (8.52 ppm) were integrated and compared. The longitudinal relaxation times, $T_1$, of these caffeine and indapamide resonances were 6 sec and 1.5 s respectively, and the NMR relaxation delay was 30 seconds. The ratio of the caffeine and indapamide integrals was 1.47 with an RSD of 1.2% over 6 repetitions. This low RSD shows consistency and reproducibility in the HPLC recovery and NMR sample handling process.

To compare this with the amount of indapamide loaded onto the LC column, an identical 24.1 µg aliquot of indapamide was dissolved in the same caffeine-spiked DMSO-d6 standard as the dried fraction-collected sample, and loaded to NMR using the same automated protocol, to normalize any NMR system losses. In those measurements the ratio between the integrals of the caffeine and indapamide resonances was 1.33, with an RSD of 1.1% over 6 repetitions. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.5, based on the two integral ratios obtained (1.33 and 1.47) and the split ratio of LC flow (97.5% of the LC flow goes to fraction collector), the recovery from LC loading, separation, fraction collection, drying, and resuspension was 92.8%.
This experiment clearly demonstrates the recovery and reproducibility of the nanoSplitter MS / microdroplet NMR approach. Results with other LC methods may of course vary the method used for the analyte of interest.

**Limit of Detection and Dynamic Range**

For hyphenated methods, the Limit of Detection is generally defined by the performance of the less-sensitive detector. Various interpretations of the “Limit of Detection” in NMR may span several orders of magnitude, depending on the sample (natural line width and multiplicity), the instrument (magnetic field strength and probe type), and the information sought from NMR. There can be as much as a 1000-fold difference in the amount of
sample required for a simple confirmation of a proposed structure (1D NMR), or a challenging de novo structure determination (heteronuclear 2D NMR).

For the LC-MS-NMR system in natural product applications, the limit of detection would appropriately be the amount of a minor component necessary to obtain an interpretable NMR spectrum, suitable for dereplication against a library of NMR spectra, under typical acquisition conditions. We thus performed experiments to determine the minimum amount of indapamide that, when spiked into the standard mixture, would generate a $^1$H NMR spectrum with a S/N of 3 for the smallest peak (10.6 ppm) in a 1-hour NMR acquisition. This definition would apply to a high throughput LC-NMR analysis of 12-48 fractions in an overnight or weekend, on our 500 MHz NMR spectrometer.

LC separations were performed by loading 250 ng, 500 ng, 750 ng, 1 µg, 1.5 µg, or 15 µg of indapamide onto the LC column. After fraction collection, LC solvent evaporation, deuterated solvent resuspension, and NMR acquisition, the 250 ng (0.68 nmol) sample provided an S/N of 3 for the 10.6 ppm peak in one hour, as indicated in Figure 4.6. Therefore, 0.68 nmol is a reasonable expectation of the platform’s limit of detection for the high-throughput characterization of unknowns.

If a specific LC peak were of interest but observed at a low amount, a similar S/N could be expected from a 16 hr overnight acquisition from ¼ the amount of material, 0.17 nmol and so on. In targeted overnight analyses, NMR acquisition of a single well obtained interpretable 1D spectra from 50 ng of taxol (58 pmol), and HMBC spectra from 35 µg.
This shows further how the offline LC-MS-NMR platform is useful for both targeted and screening analyses.

Figure 4.6 Limit of detection (LOD) following the linearity of 8.5 ppm indapamide peak over 6 concentrations and resulting concentration curve. (Top) Regions of the NMR spectra of indapamide indicating the smallest peak, used to determine LOD. (Bottom) The plot of NMR integrals of indapamide (as in Figure 4.5) versus amount loaded onto the LC column, showing linear dynamic range over the six concentrations analyzed.
A second critical property of an analytical system is dynamic range. The complexity of a natural product extract requires analysis of many unknown compounds present in concentrations ranging over many orders of magnitude, and NMR provides an estimate of concentration to evaluate potency. To assess linear dynamic range, a representative resonance (8.5 ppm) was integrated for each of the above 6 loadings and is plotted in Figure 4.6. The $R^2$ value of the series is 0.9999, which primarily indicates that sample recovery is constant over this loading mass range, given the established quantitative linearity of NMR.

The results displayed in Figure 4.6 show that a routine one hour NMR acquisition with the automated microdroplet NMR system can detect and quantitate analytes from over 10 µg down to less than 300 ng with confidence. With the demonstration of reproducibility, recovery, sensitivity, and dynamic range above, the applicability of the system to the characterization of natural products and identification of components will be described next.

**Identification of Metabolites in Extracts of Cyanobacteria**

Following confirmation of the reproducibility, recovery and dynamic range of the LC-MS-NMR system, its practical utility toward the identification and characterization of natural product unknowns in cyanobacteria was examined. A particularly compelling need for trace-level chemical analysis is seen in the field of drug discovery from natural products. Natural products and their derivatives have long played an important role in drug discovery; 61% of the 877 small molecule drug candidates developed during the
period of 1981-2002 can be traced to or were inspired by natural products\textsuperscript{27, 28}. These compounds are traditionally discovered by “activity-guided fractionation”\textsuperscript{5} where, when an active extract is found, it is separated chromatographically and fractions are tested again for activity in the bioassay. The active fraction is then separated again using an orthogonal separation method, and the fractions are re-assayed, until a pure compound is obtained. This series of separations is then scaled up and repeated to purify enough of the active component, typically several milligrams, for its structural identification and potency determination in a quantitative activity assay. However, because many active components involve the rediscovery of known compounds, this approach to the discovery of lead candidates from natural products can be time-consuming and costly. The combination of LC-MS and NMR data has been shown to be valuable in “dereplication”\textsuperscript{5, 29} – elimination of known compounds from further investigation and prioritization of likely unknowns for the expensive steps of scale-up and structure determination.

The ability to obtain LC-MS-NMR data of submicrogram-level compounds in a complex sample can streamline the traditional bioactivity-guided fractionation approach to natural products discovery, obviating the need to perform scale-up purification of milligrams of the active component after it is isolated if it is already known\textsuperscript{5}. A convenient LC-MS-NMR system could thus reduce this high overhead of purifying large amounts of redundant compounds, and thereby accelerate drug discovery from promising natural sources.

Therefore we went on to apply the LC-MS-NMR system to cyanobacteria, which are unique phyla which grow in competitive niches, and as a result are promising sources of
bioactive compounds. However, their slow growth rate in culture and low biomass yield have made them prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to search for natural products by traditional methods, which require milligram amounts of material for identification. Successful characterization of active metabolites from cyanobacteria would thus establish significant practical advantages of the microgram-sensitivity LC-MS-NMR platform described herein.

An extract of the cyanobacterium *Fisherella ambiguа* (Utex 1903) showed antibacterial activity against *Myobacterium tuberculosis*. The most-active fraction of an initial silica-gel solid phase extraction, eluted with 100 % dichloromethane (“fraction 6”), was collected and 30 µg of this bioactive extract was subjected to LC-MS-NMR analysis. In the spectra shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 the fraction was spiked with 300 ng of taxol as an internal standard. Based on the UV chromatogram of the separation shown in Figure 4.7, 12 peak fractions were collected, in addition to the taxol standard, and prepared for µNMR analysis. Each fraction then underwent a two hour $^1$H NMR acquisition in an overnight autosampler run. The four largest LC peaks were readily recognized as four known isonitrile-containing indole alkaloids (isonitriles of ambiguines A, E, and I, and hapalindole H) by comparing the experimental MS and $^1$H NMR spectra with published data.
Figure 4.7 UV chromatogram of the separation of a bioactive cyanobacteria extract analyzed with the LC-MS-NMR system, indicating known and unknown compounds found.

From the LC-MS and $^1$H NMR data shown above, the value of having sufficient data to recognize and eliminate known compounds from further consideration can be illustrated. In addition to the four known compounds identified (Table 4.1), the MS and NMR data for one peak, indicated as an unknown compound in Figure 4.7, had some similarities to the known ambiguines, as seen from the NMR and MS/MS spectra in Figure 4.8 but was not found in the literature or natural product databases. It was therefore prioritized for further study. A scaled-up growth (3 L, 32 days) yielded 0.85 mg of this product for rigorous de novo structure determination, including x-ray crystallography and conventional NMR on a 900 MHz cryoprobe, to establish the novel ambiguine K isonitrile (seen in Figure 4.1 and manuscript in preparation). A related compound, ambiguine L isonitrile, was also found in the scaled-up growth. This successful example illustrates how the microanalytical capabilities of the LC-MS-NMR system can prioritize
samples for scale-up, avoiding the four known compounds and streamlining the natural products drug discovery effort.

Table 1 Table of Ambiguine compounds. A, and E were characterized in the cyanobacteria extract.

Figure 4.8 (Top) MS and NMR spectra of the 18.3 minute LC peak of Figure 4.7, identified from the literature as Hapalindole H. (Bottom) MS and NMR spectra of the 17.3 minute LC peak of Figure 4.7 (titled unknown compound) not found in the literature or natural product databases. It was therefore prioritized for detailed structure studies by scale-up purification.
The internal standard spiked into the extract confirms the limit of detection in complex matrices. The 2-hour $^1$H NMR acquisition of the collected taxol (0.35 nmol) shows a clear 1-to-1 correspondence of peaks with a reference spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.9. Some minor peaks attributed to its known degradation in methanol can be seen. From this result, it can be reasonably assumed that any fraction which cannot generate an interpretable $^1$H NMR spectrum in 2 hours using this system contains significantly less than 0.35 nmol of a pure compound. These data suggest that by loading only 30 µg onto the column, the system can report components down to 1% of the total column loading. Alternatively, for 4 mm packed columns loaded at their 200 µg capacity this number goes down to 0.2%, to below 0.01% for 4 mm monolithic columns with capacities of up to 3 mg or more.
Figure 4.9 Top: 1 hr NMR spectrum of LC fraction recovering 300 ng of taxol spiked into cyanobacterial extract shown in Figure 4.7 (5.9 minute peak). (Water, 3.3 ppm, suppressed by presaturation and solvent subtraction.) Bottom: the reference 1H NMR spectrum, of 700 µL of 1 mg/ml taxol in DMSO-d6 acquired using an inverse probe, 16 total transients.

Significantly lower limits of detection can be obtained by pooling LC runs. Noting that the LC separation time of about 1 hour is considerably less than the NMR analysis time (e.g. 1 hr/fraction for multiple fractions), it is practical and time-efficient to perform multiple LC separations, pooling the fraction of interest. Off-line LC-NMR lends itself to this approach, which has been described in LC-SPE-NMR\textsuperscript{37, 38}. Tripling the amount of material subsequently triples the S/N, or reduces the time required to obtain comparable S/N values by nearly 10-fold. If a specific peak is of interest, column loadings may be frequently increased significantly without broadening or contaminating the peaks of interest. From just two injections of the active cyanobacterial extract (total 80 µg), the
S/N of similar NMR spectra for all fractions previously collected were doubled (data not shown).

4.8 Conclusions

An LC-MS-NMR platform has been demonstrated, using an approach which accommodates the large disparities in the sample mass and time requirements of MS and NMR. The nanoSplitter LC-MS method can collect an analyte for NMR, while improving MS sensitivity and maintaining chromatographic resolution. An offline approach to NMR permits all of the analyte available in each LC peak to be concentrated into the most sensitive NMR probe readily available, and to allocate NMR analysis time intelligently among the most relevant LC peaks. The collection of LC fractions into 96-well plates is readily available in many laboratories, inexpensive enough to use routinely, and enables LC-NMR to be obtained retrospectively. Microdroplet NMR samples can be recovered for re-analysis, archival, or bioassay.

The combined MS and NMR system performed well in routine performance tests of recovery and reproducibility. Any validated LC method used with the microplate automation can be expected to perform equally as well. When applied to natural products, this new microanalytical platform could record LC-MS and NMR data during the discovery phase of bioactivity-guided fractionation. The recorded data was sufficient for dereplication where four LC peaks were recognized as known compounds, focusing time and effort on a drug-like compound not found in databases or literature. This capability streamlines the process of natural product discovery, and has the potential to
reinvigorate the field by making feasible sources that were too limited or slow-growing for traditional discovery methods.

Beyond natural products, this LC-MS-NMR platform promises to be similarly applicable in a variety of fields which rely on identification of trace components of complex mixtures, ranging from environmental remediation to metabolite identification in metabolomics as well as pharmaceutical DMPK, toxicology and ADME studies.
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Chapter 5:

Identification of Minor DNA Adduct Isomers using a Microscale LC-MS-NMR Platform
5.1 Introduction to DNA Adducts and Metabolism

Exposure to toxic agents, through both endogenous and exogenous means, occurs daily to all living organisms. The electrophilic metabolites of these agents can bind covalently to DNA, forming DNA adducts\(^1\), which are of particular importance. While some are substrates for repair enzymes and polymerases, having little to no adverse effect on the organism, in contrast others block these repair agents, triggering biological responses such as cell death and mutation\(^1,2\). Over the last 30 years, the relationship between DNA adduct formation and biological endpoints such as apoptosis, mutagenesis and cancer has been studied\(^3-5\). It has been found that exposure to DNA-damaging agents both causes cells to increase the transcription of DNA repair genes\(^6\) and also produces DNA adducts, which have emerged as biomarkers of disease or overexposure\(^7,8\).

The metabolism of exogenous genotoxins, many in the broad carcinogen classes of aromatic amines (AAs) and heterocyclic aromatic amines (HAAs), is generally activated through cytochrome P450-mediated \(N\)-hydroxylation in extrahepatic tissues\(^9-13\). Unless excreted, these activated \(N\)-hydroxy intermediates may then undergo a Phase II conjugation in which enzymes such as \(O\)-acetyltransferases catalyze the formation of highly reactive electrophiles such as \(N\)-acetoxy-arylamines\(^14\). These compounds then undergo a heterolytic cleavage to produce a reactive nitrenium ion/acetate anion pair, which can readily react with proteins or DNA in the body\(^15\). This scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for the HAA 2-Amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo[4,5-\(b\)]pyridine (PhIP).
Nitrenium ion formation is a determining step in the formation of DNA adducts, especially when establishing the carcinogen adduction regiochemistry. Arylnitrenium ions can delocalize their positive charge to be reactive at any of several stable sites of addition, as illustrated for the aromatic amine carcinogen 2-aminonaphthalene in Figure 5.2. These positions are located at the nitrenium ion center as well as the ortho and para ring carbon, ultimately yielding different isomeric DNA adducts.
Figure 5.2 Shows the 2-Aminonaphthalene nitrenium ion and subsequent isomers from charge delocalization. The box indicates the resonance structure predicted by AM1 calculations to be electronically stable.

Additionally, DNA has numerous sites where these ions can attack, on the bases deoxyguanosine (dG), deoxyadenosine (dA) and deoxycytosine (dC); dG alone contains 4 possible positions of adduction. Some insights into the adduction process have been gained by using computational methods to predict the relative stability or reactivity of different adduction pathways and compare it to observed structures and product ratios. AM1 calculations, which are semiempirical methods used in computational chemistry to establish the best molecular electronic structure\textsuperscript{16}, can be used to predict the most stable adduct, and in cases where the experimental data is available, correlate this calculation to the found values and structures\textsuperscript{17}. Ford and Thompson applied this model to several AA compounds, including 2-aminonaphthalene. They went on to positively correlate this predicted resonance structure, with a box around it in Figure 5.2, to experimental research by Kadlubar and colleagues\textsuperscript{18}. Thus, in order to better understand these important processes of DNA adduct formation and carcinogenesis, this example shows how it is necessary to synthesize and characterize all possible adducts not only to understand the
biological pathway via which they are formed but also to weight each isomer’s potential biochemical risk.

5.2 DNA Adduct Synthesis in vitro and Isomer Persistence

To produce DNA-adducts, synthetic pathways have been established which mimic the biological process. For example, the N-hydroxy derivatives of common exogenous toxins, such as the AAs aminobiphenyl (ABP) and aminonaphthalene (AN), can be prepared by reduction of each compound’s nitro species\(^\text{19}\). The N-acetoxy derivative can then be derived by reaction with acetic anhydride\(^\text{15}\) or pyruvonitrile\(^\text{20}\), and subsequently be allowed to form adducts by incubation with either polymeric DNA or individual deoxynucleosides. It has been shown that through this synthetic route, multiple isomeric DNA adducts are formed\(^\text{15, 21, 22}\). In most cases, the predominant isomer is the N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-product (adduction of the nitrenium ion at the C-8 position of the deoxyguanosine (dG) ring) with minor isomers adducting at the N-2 position of dG. For deoxyadenosine (dA) both the C-8 and N-6 isomers have been characterized\(^\text{21, 23}\). For either nucleoside, the predominant isomer is generally 5-10 times more abundant than the others\(^\text{21, 24}\).

These synthetic routes give the range of isomers produced from each exogenous carcinogen metabolized; however, the correlation between each specific isomer produced and subsequent biological damage needs to be investigated. There are indications that some minor nucleoside adducts may have a more significant biological impact than their
more abundant isomers\textsuperscript{2, 25-27}. For example, the high-abundance C-8 isomers have been found to be only moderately mutagenic\textsuperscript{28-30}, which has led researchers to believe the N-2 adduct to be more biologically important. In one study, a cynomolgus monkey was administered the food carcinogen 2-amino-3-methylimidazo[4,5-f]quinoline (IQ) for a period of 3.6 years at a dose of 20 mg/kg of body weight 5 days per week for a cumulative dose of 37.5 g of IQ at the time of sacrifice. The pancreas tissue was assayed for the dG adduct of IQ, and both the N-2 and C-8 adducts were detected, with the N-2 four fold higher than the C-8\textsuperscript{31, 32}. This isomer ratio is not in correlation with the authors’ synthetic determination of the dG-IQ adduct, where the C-8 isomer was in a much greater abundance than the N-2, implying the C-8 was repaired \textit{in vivo}. Further evidence of this was found with an acute single \textit{in vivo} dose of IQ as opposed to the chronic dose study just described. When the monkey pancreas was examined after a single does of IQ, the dG-C8-IQ adduct was predominate. This interpretation suggests that enzymes are repairing the adducted DNA during the longer course of carcinogen dosing.

Further in an extensive review covering the biological impact of small molecule-DNA adducts\textsuperscript{2}, Sturla postulates that if a high-abundance adduct is a preferred substrate for an efficient repair enzyme, then the minor adducts may persist and consequently be more mutagenic. In view of this, it has become more and more necessary to not only quantify high abundance adducts but also consider the lower abundance isomers when assessing disease state and exposure levels.
This difference underscores the important need to be able to identify the lower abundance adducts when assessing *in vivo* biological carcinogen mutagenicity as well as evaluating the persistence of metabolically-activated isomer compounds. Identification at trace levels *in vivo* requires thorough characterization of the larger amounts of minor products which are available synthetically.

5.3 Low Abundance Isomer Characterization

This assessment of low abundance, minor adducts requires authentic standards for all adduct isomers but preparation of minor products is cumbersome. The synthetic method described previously, when applied to HAAs, produces < 10 % yield of the activated HAA intermediate\textsuperscript{24}. Also, the final product pool has 8-10 times more C-8 adduct than the N-2 adduct isomers\textsuperscript{15}. Common analytical techniques for characterizing DNA adduct standards require large amounts of material, such as microgram to milligram amounts for NMR, or, as in the case of mass spectrometry, destroy the product in the process of characterization. Consequently, it has then been necessary to implement a larger scale synthesis, which can be cumbersome or perform multiple normal-scale syntheses, pooling the reaction products to have enough material for characterization of minor products\textsuperscript{21}. Groups have also tried to specifically synthesize the lower abundance adducts by altering the starting materials to force primarily N-2 adduction\textsuperscript{25}, however, this also adds more time and synthesis steps in order to accurately represent the *in vivo* pathway of DNA adduction. It is therefore valuable; because authentic standards of low abundance adduct isomers are only going to be available in very low microgram to upper nanogram
levels, to have an analytical method that can characterize nanogram levels of analyte nondestructively, preserving most of the reaction product for post-characterization use.

Recently, our laboratory’s efforts have developed an LC-MS-microcoilNMR platform, including fraction collection, for streamlined natural products identification and characterization. As described in Chapter 4, this system combines normal-bore HPLC with nanoelectrospray mass spectrometry in such a way that >90% of the HPLC eluent is directed to a fraction collector, consuming 10% or less for MS and MS/MS characterization. The MS-directed flow is then split again from <100 µL/min to ~ 300 nL/min using a concentric splitting device, dubbed the nanoSplitter. The nanoSplitter has been shown previously to maintain chromatographic integrity of the separation between the two detectors which is quite significant when using an aggressive split, such as a ratio of 1:1000. This configuration allows precious samples to be analyzed and collected without fear of using up the material merely for MS characterization.

The analysis of complex samples such as crude reaction mixtures can be challenging and generally requires multiple separation steps, such as HPLC or prep-TLC isolation, all directed toward isolating and characterizing a single product of interest. Sample losses can be incurred at each fractionation step, as well as when these purified fractions are subsequently prepared for MS or NMR characterization. The system described herein attempts to streamline this process into a parallel, hyphenated technique, where the HPLC isolation and nanoelectrospray-MS identification are performed simultaneously with
fractionation for microcoil NMR. The NMR, because of its higher sample mass and time requirements is then performed offline, with all of the available sample concentrated into the most sensitive NMR detection available, ultimately providing NMR sensitivity comparable to MS. Overall, the platform was developed to exploit the most sensitive techniques of nanoSplitter nESI-MS\textsuperscript{34, 38, 39} and microNMR\textsuperscript{40, 41} under the optimal conditions for each. As applied to the characterization of DNA adducts, the platform can more readily characterize the low abundance isomers as well as preserve more for additional analyses.

5.4 Project Goals

In this chapter we describe the synthesis, isolation and analytical characterization of two AA DNA-adducts by both MS and NMR. The two adducts are N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-aminobiphenyl (dG-ABP) and N-(deoxyguanosin-8-yl)-aminobiphenyl-\textit{d}\textsubscript{9} (dG-ABP-\textit{d}\textsubscript{9}), as well as the identification of various isomers associated with both AA DNA-adduct compounds. This characterization was achieved using the LC-MS-NMR platform described in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, except using manual microdroplet injections of single samples into the microcoil NMR, instead of the automated sample handler. This single sample approach allowed faster set-up and injection into the NMR, interactive analysis, more efficient recovery of the analytes for post-NMR use, as well as provided more efficient sample injections for these trace analysis compounds. Both the LC-MS fraction collection and manual injection microdroplet NMR analyses will be discussed in terms of sample recovery and injection efficiency, using a dG standard, prior to adduct analysis. Each adduct was analyzed using LC-MS-microcoilNMR and subsequently
recovered for future use in *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies for correlating DNA adduct isomer persistence to biological endpoints such as apoptosis, gene transcription, mutagenesis and cancer.

5.5 Materials and Methods

The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with the following colleagues; Dr. Wennan Xiong, a post-doctoral fellow in the Vouros laboratory from spring 2003 until January 2008; Rose Gathungu, a current graduate student in the Vouros laboratory, and Dr. Roger Kautz from the Barnett Institute at Northeastern University.

**Chemicals**

**Caution:** *4-Aminobiphenyl and its derivatives are carcinogenic to humans and should be handled carefully.* Deuterated solvents were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). HPLC-grade acetonitrile (99.9%) and water were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Fluorocarbon FC-43 was from 3M Corp (St. Paul, MN). Pd/C catalyst, hydrazine, pyruvonitrile, tiethylamine, diethyl ether, tetrahydrofuran (THF), 1-butanol, and 4-nitrobiphenyl were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 4-Nitrobiphenyl-\(d^9\) (98%+) was obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA).
Materials

Teflon capillaries and tubing were obtained from Cole-Parmer (Vernon Hills, IL). PEEK capillaries, unions, in-line filters, and adapters were from Upchurch (Oak Harbor, WA). The 96-well low retention PCR plates, used for fraction collection, were obtained from Nunc (part #: 240600, Rochester, NY).

HPLC and Fraction Collection System

Chromatographic separations and fraction collection were performed on an HPLC system consisting of a binary pump, an autosampler, a UV-VIS diode-array detector (Agilent 1100 series), a fraction collector (Agilent 1200 series) controlled by Agilent ChemStation (version B.02.01) software. The HPLC column used was a 4.6 x 150 mm HPLC column (Agilent Zorbax C-18SB 3.5 µm). A restriction valve was used to split the flow from the LC column with ~90% of the flow to the UV-VIS diode-array detector and eventually to the fraction collector, and the other ~10% of the flow to the nanoSplitter. The delay volume between the UV detector and the fraction collector was determined to be 71 µL. The chromatographic methods are described below.

The nanoSplitter Interface and Mass Spectrometer

The nanoSplitter consists of a splitter (FSMUAS1.5, Valco Instruments Co. Inc, Houston, TX), a micro flow-thru connector (Valco Instruments Co. Inc, Houston, TX), a needle valve (86041, Alltech, Deerfield, IL) and a XYZ positioner (FP-2 Newport, Irvine, CA). These components are fastened to a rail-and-mount system (9742 (M), New Focus, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). The fused silica emitter tips, obtained from New Objective
(Woburn, MA), had an inner diameter of 20 µm with a tip (distal coated) of 10 µm inner diameter. The high-voltage connection was made by attaching a clip to the emitter. The split ratio was adjusted using the needle valve to obtain optimal flow rate and electrospray performance. The flow into the MS was ~ 300 nL/min, it was measured by collecting flow out of the picotip emitter, using a scored glass capillary, with the electrospray voltage off. More details regarding the design and construction of the nanoSplitter can be found in the previous publications \cite{34,35}. 

Both MS and MS/MS spectra were acquired on a Finnigan LCQ classic quadrupole ion trap (San Jose, CA) controlled by Xcalibur software (version 1.3).

**Microcoil NMR**

The microcoil probe used in this study was an ICG (Inverse Carbon with Gradients) capLC microflow probe manufactured by Magnetic Resonance Microsensors (MRM, Savoy, IL) and distributed by its parent company, Protasis Corp. This probe has an observed volume ($V_{obs}$) of 1.5 µL (as determined by SFA of small plugs), in a fill volume of 6 µL, through 75 µm i.d. silica inlet and outlet capillaries. The probe was internally coated with fluoro-octyl silane for use with microdroplet NMR.

NMR spectra were acquired on a Varian (Palo Alto, CA) Inova spectrometer with an 11.7-T (500 MHz) actively shielded magnet; the data were processed and analyzed with VNMR version 6.1C software.
Adduct Synthesis and HPLC Isolation

The DNA adduct standards were synthesized by converting the nitro compound, 4-nitrobiphenyl, to its N-acetoxy derivative as follows. 1 mmol of the nitro compound was dissolved in THF (5 mL) containing Pd/C catalyst (50 mg) and reduced to its N-hydroxyamine derivative by adding hydrazine (6.4 mmol) while maintaining the temperature of the reaction at 0°C for 20 min with gentle stirring\(^\text{19}\). The solution was filtered to remove the Pd/C catalyst and the solvent was removed by vacuum. The dried reaction mixture was dissolved in 5mL of anhydrous THF before adding triethylamine (1.1 molar equiv) and allowing the reaction mixture to cool to -30 °C. The N-hydroxy intermediate was subsequently converted to its O-acetyl derivative by adding pyruvonitrile (1.5 mmol) to the reaction mixture and allowing the reaction to proceed for 1 hour while maintaining the temperature at -30 °C. The N-acetoxyamine product was reacted with 2′-deoxyguanosine (2′-dG) in a 10 molar excess of nucleoside dissolved in water to produce the adduct standard. The mixture was held at 0 °C for 2 hours before warming to room temperature where it then remained for 24 hours. The solvent was then removed under vacuum and the residue re-suspended in water. The product mixture was extracted 4 times with water saturated diethyl ether, discarding the ether layer each time. The aqueous phase was extracted further with 1-butanol 4 times, retaining and pooling the butanol from each extraction. The 1-butanol solvent was then removed under vacuum to yield the reaction product mixture.
The deuterated internal standard, deoxyguanosine-4-aminobiphenyl-d$_9$ (dG-ABP-d$_9$), was prepared using 4-nitrobiphenyl-d$_9$ in the same manner, except on a smaller scale due to the limited availability of 4-nitrobiphenyl-d$_9$.

After reconstitution in 70:30 methanol/water (v/v), purification and isolation of standards were performed by reverse phase HPLC with UV and MS detection. The HPLC was operated at a flow rate of 1mL/min with a 20 min linear gradient from 5-100% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid (Mobile phase B). Mobile phase A consisted of water with 0.1% formic acid. The eluents were monitored by DAD-UV at 260nm and simultaneous MS detection. The MS was operated under a two segment method consisting of full scan positive ion detection mode with additional data dependent fragmentation of ions with intensity greater than 4 x $10^6$ abundance. Retention times between UV and MS peaks correlated within 0.1 minutes of each other, assuring that each of the UV peaks collected contained a unique DNA-adduct standard, as indicated by the MS and MS/MS spectra obtained.

The fraction collector was operated in time-dependent fraction collection mode, at 5 fractions/min. After review of MS data, fractions containing the sought after m/z value or MS/MS transition were collected, in relation to its UV retention time. The maximum fill volume was set to 200 µL per well, and wells containing the same fractions of interest were pooled when necessary.
The entire separation of the reaction mixture for each adduct standard was collected in fractions; fractions of each adduct isomer were pooled by its unique UV retention time. Pools were then dried under vacuum in 200 µL microcentrifuge tubes, adding 15 µL of $d_6$-DMSO to facilitate sample concentration in the bottom of the vial. Samples were then reconstituted in 4 µL of $d_6$-DMSO before manual injection, microdroplet microcoil-NMR analysis.

**Manual Injection Microdroplet-NMR (Zero Dispersion Segmented Flow Analysis)**

Reconstituted DNA-adduct samples were loaded into a 25 µL Hamilton syringe fitted with 10 cm of 200 µm i.d. Teflon tubing terminated with a 4 cm 75 µm capillary stub on the free end. The immiscible microdroplet carrier fluid, FC43, filled the syringe, to the 15µL mark. 3 µL of the sample was drawn into the syringe through the capillary stub, followed by 2 µL of FC43 and finally 3 µL of $d_6$-DMSO Working under a stereomicroscope, to confirm no air bubbles were drawn between. This sample sequence injects the DMSO wash plug through the NMR probe before the sample, facilitating positioning. The syringe is then placed into a syringe pump and the capillary stub on the end is connected into the inlet capillary of the µcoil probe. The pump is activated to 2.5 µL/min and the flow volume is monitored via ~ 60 cm of 30 ga Teflon tubing attached to the outlet of the probe with a 1 µL sample plug of dye in it (1 cm = 1 µL). This outlet line accurately monitors (to 0.1 µL) the amount of liquid entering and leaving the probe to aid in centering the injected sample, together with the deuterated solvent lock signal of the NMR spectrometer. The syringe pump is turned off when the sample is positioned in
the probe. Because the volume from the tip of the syringe stub to the NMR observed volume of the probe is known (6 µL), the sample can be positioned in the center of the probe by either injection time, outlet mark on the Teflon tubing, or lock signal maximum as the sample passes through the observed volume (1.5 µL). The maximum lock level is generally the most sensitive means to assure the sample plug is positioned correctly. Because the sample can be pushed forward and back through the flow cell without dilution, the plug could be repositioned if necessary. Once positioned, NMR spectra were acquired at ambient temperature with at least 100 to 8000 transients, depending on the concentration of the sample and observed signal. NMR spectra were acquired with a 8000-Hz scan width, 60° tip angle, fixed gain (max = 60), and, when necessary, a 1 sec water presaturation after the 2-s acquisition time.

**Sample Recovery and LC-MS analysis**

Samples were recovered from the microcoil NMR probe by removing the syringe from the inlet capillary and directing the inlet into a 200 µL microcentrifuge tube. The probe was then back-flushed with the inlet-to-outlet dead volume of FC43 and all material was collected out of the inlet. The DMSO plug injected before the sample washes the flow cell and inlet capillary. It is possible to dry samples down in the presence of FC43; however, because it is immiscible in the DMSO sample solvent, samples were extracted off of the FC and then dried down. Samples were then reconstituted to 100 µL in 70:30 water/methanol (v/v), and the recovered material was re-injected into the LC-MS system, operated in the same manner as described previously.
The fraction collector was set to time-dependent fraction collection over a five minute time frame flanking the elution time of the DNA-adduct during the initial sample isolation/ with a maximum fraction volum of 200 µL. Again, all like fractions were pooled together.

5.6 Results and Discussion

The microscale LC-MS-NMR system used here and described in detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis was optimized for automated microdroplet NMR analyses. In that set-up, samples were directed into and out of the NMR as a queue of plugs in Teflon tubing; plus could be saved (inside the outlet tubing) for future use. For the characterization studies of the isomeric DNA adducts, we chose manual microdroplet NMR over the automated system because it was faster, gave more flexibility for which sample was repeated in available instrument time periods with interactive NMR data acquisition, and facilitated the recollection of samples post-NMR. Additionally, with the manual loading into the NMR, we were able to more clearly monitor the sample plugs moving through the probe to assure achieve accurate positioning (the best line shape) with smaller volume samples, ultimately yielding the sharpest spectra from trace level NMR analyte characterization.

**Evaluation of LC-MS-NMR System**

In order to evaluate this system of sample loading and overall LC-MS-NMR recovery, we performed a series of experiments using dG as a standard. The results of each experiment
and statistics are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Initially, we decided to establish the efficiency of the LC fraction collection, by injecting 5 µg of dG on column through only the LC-UV system with the pump operated at 1 mL/min and the entire effluent directed to the UV detector and the fraction collector. The dG peak was collected using time-dependent fractionation, and subsequently evaporated down to 100 µL or less which was re-injected to determine recovery based on peak area comparisons. As shown in Table 5.1, we were able to recover 95% of the injected dG sample through the LC system alone.

The complete LC-MS fraction collection system was then evaluated by splitting the injected 5µg dG sample, post column, 90:10 between the UV and MS detectors respectively. Time-dependent UV fractionation was similarly used to collect the dG peak which was pooled, evaporated, and then re-injected into the LC system as previously, directing the entire flow to the UV for recovery analysis. When utilizing both detectors, 87% of the injected dG was recovered, establishing with confidence that the majority of any injected sample, precious or not, will be collected and preserved for post LC-MS characterization.

Finally, the complete LC-MS-NMR system was evaluated in its entirety, as follows. After 5µg of dG was separated, analyzed by LC-MS and fraction collected, it was then prepared for microcoil NMR analysis by evaporating off the LC-MS analysis buffers and redissolving the sample in 4 µL of DMSO-d6. After NMR analysis and recovery, the DMSO was evaporated and the samples were reconstituted into 100 µL of HPLC grade water before being injected back onto the LC system, where the entire flow was directed to UV to compare peak areas.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Retention Time</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>% recovery</th>
<th>LC Only</th>
<th>% recovery</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>% recovery</th>
<th>LC-MS</th>
<th>% recovery</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dG 1</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>6108.8</td>
<td>94.54</td>
<td>95.51</td>
<td>86.29</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>87.64</td>
<td>87.64</td>
<td>89.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>5775.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dG 2</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>6069.9</td>
<td>101.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>6153.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dG 3</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>6076.3</td>
<td>90.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>5505.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Statistical data from the LC and LC-MS fraction collection recovery experiments.

The experiments conducted showed the LC fraction collection procedure, utilized here, to yield 95% recovery, with a %CV of less than 6%. It should be possible to optimize this number in the future by more efficient washing of the fraction collection plates to more efficiently transfer the collection products to the evaporation vials. Small losses can also be attributed to the sample injection process and any sample transfer steps where pipetting was involved. These losses could also be ascribed to the LC-MS and LC-MS-NMR analyses recoveries to explain the less-than-ideal values obtained.

Additionally, in the microdroplet NMR analyses sample losses can be caused by the manual loading of the capillaries and the sample re-collection process. It was observed that when re-collecting samples from the NMR, small amounts of the immiscible carrier fluid, FC43, would often also be collected. When the FC43 would evaporate, the sample would no longer concentrate to the bottom of the vials and this phenomenon may also have caused sample losses. The recovery of 70% for the entire procedure, as seen in Figure 5.2, may appear inefficient, however, as stated above, by paying closer attention to
the fraction collection and recovery procedures, it should be possible to improve this value to approach 80% or more in future experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Retention Time</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>% recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dG 1</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>6222.6</td>
<td>70.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>4396.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dG 2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6186.5</td>
<td>72.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>4507.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dG 3</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>6021.6</td>
<td>68.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>4122.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dG 4</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>6067.6</td>
<td>69.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4231.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC Only</th>
<th>Percent Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>70.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st. dev</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%CV</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 Statistical results of the entire LC-MS-NMR fraction collection system including post-NMR recovery.

Evaluation of Manual Microdroplet microcoil-NMR Sample Loading

Because the previous system was optimized for automated sample injection and microdroplet NMR analysis, the use of manual injection microdroplet NMR needed to be assessed for its sample loading efficiency, prior to characterization of any DNA adduct sample. To do so, several injections of known amounts (5 µg) of dG were made on the LC-MS system and subsequently prepared for NMR analyses. The samples were loaded
into the NMR using the same microdroplet method outlined in the materials and methods section and each sample was analyzed for 100 scans. The single proton peak at 7.94 ppm, representing the proton located at the C-8 position of the guanine ring (indicated in red and circled in Figure 5.3), was then integrated in each resulting spectrum, and those integrals compared. Additionally, a 5 µg sample of dG was pipetted into a sample vial, evaporated just as an LC-MS dG sample and prepared for NMR analysis, to evaluate the recovery of the LC-MS fraction collection process.

Figure 5.3 shows a representative NMR spectrum of the previously described dG analyses and Table 5.3 outlines statistics on the results of those experiments. In the data represented in Table 5.3, because the NMR settings were consistent between experiments, we integrated the peak at 7.94 ppm in each subsequent NMR experiment without the use of an internal standard\(^{42}\). Each spectrum was carefully phased after the Fourier transform to ensure a pure absorption mode frequency domain spectrum and we consistently used the same ppm range in all integrations. It should be noted that an interpretable 1D proton spectrum was obtained from a single scan of 5µg in the microcoil probe, which is 20 times lower than with a standard 5mm probe LOD (generally 100 µg); however, 100 scans were acquired in order to optimize the signal-to-noise.
The results in Table 5.3 show that LC-MS/fraction collection recovery was 93%, assessed from a comparison of an LC-MS fraction collected 5 µg sample of dG to a 5 µg sample that was simply pipetted. This number is slightly higher than the previously determined value of 87% recovery from the LC-UV experiments outlined in Table 5.1, but these two experiments monitor different aspects of sample loss throughout the sample handling process. The previous experiment was also subject to losses in the LC liquid handling system and post-fraction-collection isolation of each sample. The present experiment could more accurately establish any losses from the LC liquid handling system, post-fraction-collection isolation of the samples and the manual NMR loading of each sample. Repeated integration of the LCMS collected dG (Table 5.3) shows our loading was consistently within 1% variance across four samples, suggesting this method for microcoil NMR analysis of trace samples is relatively robust. Additionally, with only a 7% difference in signal between an LC-collected dG sample and a manually loaded
sample, the sample analysis and recovery from the entire microscale LC-MS-NMR platform is suitably efficient.

### NMR Assessment of Recovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Chemical Shift</th>
<th>Integral</th>
<th>LC/MS collection, NMR Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>832.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>793.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMR assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>832.45</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>776.25</td>
<td>93.24884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>st. dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>832.45</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>785.61</td>
<td>%CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>832.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>761.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91.43973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NMR Loading Efficiency for manual injections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Shift</th>
<th>Integral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ug dG LCMS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Loading Efficiency**

| average  | 779.25 |
| st. dev  | 14.04  |
| %CV      | 1.80   |

Table 5.3 Statistical data from the NMR assessment of LC-MS fraction collection, and NMR loading efficiency experiments indicating 93% recovery from the LC-MS experiment and less than 1% variance in the NMR manual microdroplet loading method.
DNA Adduct Isolation and Characterization

i Non-deuterated dG-ABP

Following the system evaluation, the DNA adduct reaction mixtures, prepared as described in the materials and methods section, were directly injected onto the LC-MS fraction collection system as a crude reaction mixture without initial clean-up, for both isolation and characterization purposes. To find dG-ABP adduct isomers, each MS spectrum was searched for the mass of the protonated intact compound ($m/z$ 435), and for the major fragmentation ion of dG-ABP ($m/z$ 319) arising from loss of the sugar moiety off of the dG portion. Three compounds were found having those characteristics and are highlighted in the the LC-MS and UV chromatograms in Figure 5.4. The MS/MS spectra of the $m/z$ 319 ion (MS$^3$ of the protonated intact molecule [M + H-116]$^+$) from each of the 3 compounds yielded major fragmentations of $m/z$ 302 and $m/z$ 277 respectively, and the probable fragmentations yielding those ions are indicated in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4. The left side shows comparison of the MS TIC and UV chromatograms for the 3 dG-ABP isomers identified. The top right shows the C-8 dG-ABP isomer and possible fragmentations as indicated in the MS/MS spectra for the m/z 319 ion as seen in the bottom right.

The isolation of these 3 chromatographically distinct compounds, with the same MS and MS/MS fragmentations, suggests they are isomeric dG-ABP compounds. As discussed previously several isomers of the dG-ABP compound are expected, due to metabolic activation of the nitro compound to the nitrenium ion and subsequent charge delocalization as shown in Figure 5.2. As a means to discern between the 3 isomers, because the MS/MS fragmentation spectra were too similar to yield conclusive results, the fraction-collected compounds were analyzed using the microdroplet microcoil-NMR system for 1000 scans each and the resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5. NMR spectra of the three dG-ABP isomers, the previously published reference spectrum (A), and LC peaks at 9.04 min (B), 9.50 min (C), and 9.90 min (D) from the bottom to top. Asterisks on panel D represent peaks also seen in panel C.
From the NMR spectra, we were able to correctly identify the 9.5 min LC peak as the C-8 dG-ABP isomer with reference to a previously published NMR spectrum and the chemical shifts provided by Haack and Schmeiser in 2003 from their characterization of the dG-ABP monophosphate\textsuperscript{43}.

Characterization of the other two isomers, RT’s 9.04 and 9.90 minutes, however, was not as straightforward. The compound isolated at RT 9.04 minutes, yielding the bottom NMR spectrum shown in panel B of Figure 5.5 is enigmatic. From initial inspection of the spectrum, because only the doublet of doublets between 7.6-7.8 ppm is seen it suggests that the ABP aromatic protons are now chemically equivalent, that the ABP is now symmetrical, yielding merely two NMR peaks as opposed to the six seen in the non-symmetrical C-8 compound. A possible structure of such a compound is drawn in Figure 5.6, with the N-2 nitrogen on the guanine ring and the 4-para position on the ABP ring forming the dG adduct. However, on further consideration this structure appears unlikely due to the lack of dG protons at both 6.4 ppm and 7.9 ppm, suggesting we may not have a dG-ABP compound as previously thought.
Figure 5.6. Shows the possible dG-ABP isomer at RT 9.04 minutes in the dG-ABP reaction mixture.

Noting, efficient recovery from the microdroplet microcoil-NMR platform was established in evaluation, the compound at 9.04 minutes was recovered post-NMR, the deuterated solvent evaporated, and the entire collection was then re-suspended in 100 µL of water and re-injected into the LC-MS fraction collection system. Figure 5.7 compares two MS full scan mass spectra from this compound before and after NMR. The spectra are similar, indicating the NMR and MS are of the same compound. LC retention times were identical for both analyses and the MS spectra show not only the dG-ABP fragmentation ion of m/z 319 but additionally the same MS/MS spectra of that ion, as the other two isomers at RT 9.50 and 9.90 minutes.
Figure 5.7. Top Full scan MS spectrum from RT 9.04 minutes LC peak during LC-MS fractionation prior to NMR. Bottom Full scan MS spectrum after NMR-analysis.

From this example, the significance of the streamlined microscale LC-MS-NMR platform becomes quite evident. Without NMR analysis,( including recovery and subsequent post-NMR LC-MS re-analysis) this minor adduct isomer would have been misidentified as the
N-2-dG-ABP adduct. Additional studies need to be done to reconcile enigmatic differences between the MS and NMR.

The third identified possible dG-ABP isomer, LC-MS RT 9.90 minutes, was also problematic in NMR characterization. As seen in panel D of Figure 5.5, there is an obvious overlap in peaks from the characterized C-8 isomer (indicated with an asterisk) in addition to several new peaks. This overlap caused us to question whether they are the same resonances which are observed from a different isomer or spillover from the LC major peak. Upon NMR recovery and subsequent LC-MS re-injection it became clear that there was chromatographic overlap with the C-8 isomer from the fraction collection and in order to completely characterize its structure, further fractionation and NMR analysis is necessary.

\textit{ii Deuterated dG-ABP}

In view of the possible isomers associated with the dG-ABP adduct and the uncertainty of the results just presented, the deuterated dG-ABP-\textit{d}_9 compound was synthesized and assessed for isomer persistence and characterization. In this case, the aromatic protons on the ABP rings are exchanged for deuterium and can therefore provide useful information to distinguish between amino-linked dG-ABP isomers and isomers linked via the aromatic rings due to the one Dalton mass difference that would be observed between them.
In the same manner and due to the same reason as the non-deuterated compound (nitrenium ion charge delocalization), the dG-ABP-\(d_9\) reaction mixture yielded several chromatographically different compounds that appeared to be isomeric. The reaction produced five possible compounds with the characteristic MS and MS/MS fragmentations of \(m/z\) 444 and 328, as expected 9 Daltons higher than the dG-ABP compounds, and 1 compound with the transition of \(m/z\) 443 \(\rightarrow\) 327, one Dalton less than the fully deuterated species. Figure 5.8 shows the UV and LC-MS chromatograms along with representative MS and MS/MS spectra, as just defined, for the most predominant dG-ABP-\(d_9\) adduct, whose peak is indicated with an asterisk.

Figure 5.8. The left side shows the MS and UV chromatograms for the 6 dG-ABP-\(d_9\) isomers identified. The top right shows the C-8 dG-ABP-\(d_9\) isomer and likely fragmentations which would produce the MS/MS spectra for the 328 \(m/z\) ion as seen in the bottom right.
The MS/MS fragmentations and NMR spectrum of this adduct were strikingly similar to the LC-MS-NMR characterization of the dG-ABP-C8 isomer, suggesting that it is the deuterated analog of the C-8 isomer. This hypothesis was further confirmed by mixing the two compounds together and showing LC-MS UV co-elution of the two species, as seen in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. The left portion shows a comparison of the non-deuterated and deuterated dG-ABP NMR spectra. The right portion shows the co-elution of the two compounds, by comparing the two extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) of m/z 435 and 444 respectively, as well as the resulting MS full scan spectrum, indicating the MS and MS/MS fragmentations of both species.

NMR was not expected to be useful in identification of the additional dG-ABP-d9 isomer, because the deuteration eliminates the distinct ABP aromatic proton signals. It was then very important to use the MS/MS fragmentations from the LC-MS analyses of the
reaction mixture as well as using any representative dG proton signals in the NMR that may suggest either C-8 or N-2 dG adduction of the ABP molecule.

In the initial set of the NMR spectra, as shown in Figure 5.10, three regions of the spectra show differences possibly indicative of isomer structure. The peaks at 8.8 ppm, circled in Figure 5.5, assigned as the N-H proton when the amino group of the ABP molecule adducts to dG. Next, the peaks circled at 7.9 ppm are consistent with a C-8 proton on the dG portion of the adduct, as seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.5, meaning the dG-ABP-\textsubscript{d9} compound is probably adducted at the N-2 position on the guanine ring. The last set of resonances circled at 6.8 ppm, the chemical shift for the NH\textsubscript{2} protons on the guanine ring (Figure 5.5), could indicate adduction of the ABP to the C-8 of dG.
Figure 5.10 Top portion shows a comparison of the dG-ABP-d$_9$ reaction mixture and the 6 subsequent isomers numbered on the MS chromatogram. The bottom portion indicates the NMR spectra of each isomer, as indicated to the bottom left of each spectrum. The circles indicate portions of the spectrum indicative of the N-H from the amino-linked ABP adduction to the dG (8.8 ppm), C-8 dG protons (7.9 ppm) and N-2 NH$_2$ protons (6.8 ppm).
Chromatographically\textsuperscript{22, 31} it is known that the N-2 adducts generally elute prior to the C-8 isomers, suggesting any of the first 4 molecules to be presumed to be N-2 dG adduction, because isomer 5 was characterized as the C-8 molecule. From this fundamental property and from the NMR spectra of isomers 3 and 4, which show a signal at 7.9 ppm, it is reasonable to suggest adduction at the N\textsuperscript{2} exocyclic nitrogen.

Isomer labeled 4 yielded an [M+H]\textsuperscript{+} of m/z 443 as opposed to m/z 444 as well as a major fragment of m/z 327 instead of m/z 328, indicating ABP adduction at the ring rather than the amino group of the molecule. Figure 5.11 shows a proposed structure together with the full scan MS spectrum of isomer 4 and indicated molecular fragmentations. The proposed structure shows adduction at the ortho position of the ABP rings because the NMR spectrum of isomer 4 showed a peak at 6.7 ppm possibly suggestive of an -NH\textsubscript{2} group adducted to the compound; shifting upfield slightly from the 6.8 ppm peak indicating the –NH\textsubscript{2} protons on the dG ring.
Figure 5.11. The figure shows on the left, a full scan MS spectrum of isomer 4 indicating a 1 Dalton loss from the C-8 amino-linked dG-ABP-\textit{d}_9 molecule and to the right a representative structure and possible fragmentation sites on the molecule.
In the same manner as isomer 4, the NMR spectrum for isomer 3 suggests N-2 adduction with a peak at 7.9 ppm; however, the small N-H peak at 8.8 ppm suggests ABP adduction through the amino group. To further support this adduction site, the isomer shows the indicative dG-ABP-d₉ MS and MS/MS ions of m/z 444 and 328 respectively. Analysis of all the LC-MS-NMR data acquired support a structure consistent with N-2 adduction at the amino group of the ABP molecule, allowing all 9 deuteriums to be intact, as shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12. Full MS spectrum of isomer 3 showing the MS/MS transition of 444 → 328 m/z as well as possible structure of isomer 3, indicating N-2 dG adduction to the amino group on the ABP molecule.
Again, as with the non-deuterated dG-ABP isomers it seems that we have been able to extract as much information as we could from the MS/MS fragmentations and the NMR spectra obtained, however, without further 2-D NMR analyses it appears that definitive characterization of the isomeric species can not be achieved. This is apart from isomer 5 which co-eluted with its non-deuterated analog and could be assigned the structure of the C-8 dG-ABP-$d_9$ isomer. It is obvious that the structures proposed for isomers 3 and 4 tentative, however, the inclusion of 1D proton NMR data narrowed the plausible possibilities than would be possible from MS or UV data alone.

The limited information that can be discerned about isomers 1 and 2 is not very straightforward. From their respective NMR spectra, there is no clear evidence of dG adduction, due to the lack of peaks at the C-8 proton position of 7.9 ppm as well as 6.8 ppm where the NH$_2$ protons at the N-2 position occur. However, their full MS spectrum showed several characteristic ions of dG-ABP-$d_9$ such as the $m/z$ 444 ion for the intact molecule, the $m/z$ 328 ion indicating loss of the dG sugar moiety, as well as the $m/z$ 152 ion of the purine base of guanine. Additionally, the major MS$^3$ fragmentation for both compounds is the $m/z$ 242/243 ion pair. The difference between the spectra, for the two isomers is merely that isomer 1 shows a large MS$^3$ fragment ion at $m/z$ 271. The MS and MS/MS spectra for isomer 1 and 2 can be seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively.
Figure 5.13. The top spectrum represents the full scan MS spectrum for isomer 1 while the bottom spectrum is the MS/MS fragmentation of the \([M+H-116]^+\) ion of \(m/z\) 328.
Figure 5.14. The top spectrum represents the full scan MS spectrum for isomer 2 while the bottom spectrum is the MS/MS fragmentation of the \([\text{M}+\text{H}-116]^+\) ion of \(m/z\) 328.
It is difficult to propose structures for isomers 1 and 2 with the limited information at hand. However, it is clear they are different compounds and yield MS ions and fragmentations very characteristic of a dG-ABP-$d_9$ molecule as expected.

Isomer 6, because it elutes closely after the characterized C-8 isomer, appears to be an additional C-8 adduct. Although its NMR spectrum does not show any peaks in the indicated aromatic region, however its MS spectra showed clear dG-ABP-$d_9$ ion peaks, ($m/z$ 328 for the [M+H-116]$^+$ ion and $m/z$ 152 for the guanine base, as seen in Figure 5.15). Additionally, the MS$^3$ spectrum of the $m/z$ 328.29 ion shows fragmentation consistent with the characterized C-8 dG-ABP-$d_9$ isomer (Figure 5.7).
Figure 5.15. The large spectrum represents the full scan MS spectrum for isomer 6 while the inset spectrum is the MS/MS fragmentation of the [M+H-116] ion of \(328 \text{ m/z}\).

As with the RT 9.07 minute isomer from the non-deuterated dG-ABP sample, when isomer 6 recovered from the NMR was re-injected into the LC-MS system, the original retention time and MS spectrum were observed (Figure 5.16). In these cases, the ability to obtain microscale NMR data has possibly eliminated any misidentifications that could have occurred and focused questions for additional studies that will hopefully lead to their characterization.
Figure 5.16. The full MS spectrum of the post-NMR collected LC-MS analyzed isomer 6, showing several indicative dG-ABP-\(d_9\) ions as also seen in its pre-NMR analyzed LC-MS spectrum in Figure 5.14.

5.7 Conclusions

Following the development of the automated microdroplet LC-MS-NMR platform, described in Chapter 4, it was very straightforward to apply the platform to DNA adduct analyses. Also, because the platform could achieve excellent NMR sensitivity down to the ng level, it was obvious to apply it to characterization of minor adduct isomers. First, in order to establish its utility for manual injections, the loading efficiency and full LC-MS-NMR recovery was assessed to be efficient within 1% variation with greater than 70% recovery. For characterization of reaction mixtures, these values were adequate in terms of precious sample preservation. In practice, the platform was quite streamlined,
however, although the system could acquire 1D NMR at the ng level, the limit of detection for more advanced 2D and heteronuclear NMR remained a limitation to fully characterize the subtly different DNA adduct isomers. The microdroplet platform can acquire homonuclear 2-D NMR (COSY) at the low microgram level and possibly lower if overnight analyses are possible. The heteronuclear 2D (HSQC, HMBC) needed for de novo identification require 10 or 50 µg even in overnight acquisition. Therefore, full characterization is possible with more in depth NMR experiments using the microdroplet LC-MS-NMR platform described here.
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Chapter 6:

Future Directions
The research products presented in this dissertation exploited the use of hyphenated analytical technologies as a means to gain more information from a single analysis.

6.1 LC-EC-array-MS Platform

Chapters 2 and 3 utilized the hyphenation of LC-MS and LC-EC-array in parallel for the identification of novel SPB metabolites from treated HD patients. The novel parallel system was developed in our laboratory and utilized a high-loading HPLC column with nESI-MS and EC-array detection. This set-up allowed for each detector to be used under its optimum conditions, with higher flow rates being delivered to the EC-array and less to the MS. The HPLC chromatographic integrity was maintained between both instruments, allowing confident correlation between the two detectors. Additionally, the use of nESI and a large bore HPLC column precluded the need for tiresome sample preparation which can often cause sample losses. Ultimately, the parallel system proved to be a unique method for unknown metabolite profiling and identification.

Future work concerning this system will be applied toward other metabolomic profiling or metabolite identification studies. For example, collaborators of ours at the Bedford, VA have developed a robust system using a 16 electrode LC-EC-array detection system for profiling studies where they diagnosed Parkinson’s disease from control by using sophisticated statistical analysis methods such as principle component analyses. However, the strongest discriminating compounds, creating the important statistical difference between the groups, are often structurally unknown. The parallel LC-EC-
array-MS system could then be used for identification and characterization of these compounds.

6.3 Microscale LC-MS-NMR Platform

Chapters 4 and 5 utilized LC-MS and microdroplet-NMR analyses in a streamlined platform for natural product research and low abundance isomeric DNA adduct characterization. In a similar manner to the just described LC-EC-array-MS hyphenated system, the ability to use large bore HPLC columns with large loading capacities in addition to sensitive nESI-MS proved very useful for fraction collecting large amounts of material to be used in subsequent NMR analyses. The microdroplet-NMR studies were performed as both automated and manual runs showing the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. This offers two detection method options to the analyst concerning which best suits their needs. The automated system was successfully used to identify known natural product compounds from bioactive cyanobacteria samples as well as to characterize one compound as unknown and prioritize it for further studies. The manual system was used to characterize isomeric DNA adduct species at low microgram levels while also easily preserving the samples for further studies.

Future work on this hyphenated system will be directed at further natural product studies for streamlined compound identification as well as being directed toward further optimizing the manual microdroplet-NMR analysis method. Also, future DNA adduct work should be done to better characterize the minor isomeric species. It is possible that
more efficient syntheses and LC separation would lead to better fraction collection of the different compounds effectively helping yield sharper more definitive NMR spectra. These studies are currently being done with the aromatic amine 2-aminonaphthalene adducted to dG as well as ABP adducted to dA. Deoxyadenosine adducts have been found prominently in human studies with ABP$^2$.
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